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ANNUAL CATALOGUE 
THE MARSHALL COLLEGE 
ST A TE NORMAL SCHOOL 
HUNTINGTON, WEST VA. 
ISSUED JUNE, J 900. 
.. 
OFFICERS 
State Board of Reji?'ents 
]. R. Trotter, State Superintendent of Schools, Chairman, 
H. '\V. Hanner, First Congressional District,
S. H. Bowman, Second Congressional District,
R. S. Carr, Third Congressional District, Secretary, 
Waitman Barbe, Fourth Congressional District, 
Local Board 
A. F. Southworth, Chairman, 
Dr. C. E. Haworth, Secretary, 
Geo. F. Miller, Treasurer, 
"Successor to Geo. W. Johnson, resigned. 
Charleston 
- Clarksburg 
Valley Furnace 
Charleston 
Morgantown 
- Huntington 
Huntington 
Huntington 
*FACULTY
L. J. CORRI,\', PRIXCIPAI,,
Gerwan and Psychology.
l\1RS. �A01\1I EVERETT, FIRST .\SSISTANT, 
History, Literature and French. 
MISS J,ILIAN HACKNEY, 
Botauy and Latin. 
MISS MAR\' McKE:'.'IDREE, 
Mathematics, Economics and Tra111ing \\'ork. 
ROY REGER, 
German and Greek. 
H. l\T. Sil\DIS,
Ci\·ics, English and Mathematics. 
W. M. l\IEREDITH,
:Katural Sciences and English. 
\\·. A. RIPLEY, (Substitute for G. A. Proffitt.) 
Bookkeeping and Penmanship. 
tMISS E;\Il\JA PEET, 
Music. 
t!\IISS LENA 1\1:c\VHORTER, 
Elocution and Physical Culture. 
ere educated, See page 12. 
igned. Succeeded by Mrs. Dr. C. E. IIawortJ,. 
igued, l\liss Yirginia Burrows, teacher for 1898-<J, did the work rest of year. 
Fall Term Opeus
Fall Term Closes 
CALENDAR, l900- l90J 
Wednesday, 9 a. 01., September 12, 1900 
Winter Term Opens
Winter Term Closes
Spring Term Opens
Spring Term Closes
Friday noon, December 21, 19co
Friday noon, December 21, 1900
Thursday, 9 a. m., January 3, 1901
Friday, 1 p. m., March 22, 1901
Tuesday, 9 a. m., March 26, 1901 Date (to be named later) of the 13th week of term
Adjournment for Christmas Holidays
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
OR DA\' will be obsen·ecl on the day fixed by the Stale Superintendent. 
RARY DA\' Thursday, November 22 1 1900 
ELll\II�ARY INTER-�OR:\L\I, CO�TEST 
Nl"AL OUTfNG, Clyffesyde Park, Ky., 
DRESS before the LITER.\R\' SOCIETIES 
Nl'AL SERMON 
Thursday, February 21, 1901 
Friday, March 291 1901 
Friday, l\Iay 17, 1901 
Friday, June 7, 1901 
- Sunday, Juue··-·······1901
..................... June .......... 1901 
-··-·--········June_. __ 1901
'fHE S'fA'fE NORMAL SCHOOL 
NORMAL COURSE OF STUDY 
JI. 
Authors of Text Books Written in Italics 
JI. 
PREPARATORY 
Arithmetic-Advnnc:ed-.l/i/11, 
History-Uuited Statcs-Banui 
Physiology-Our/011 
A lgebra-lligh School-.l/i/11, 
Arithmetic-�lcntal-1:Jroo/t.� 
English-Higher Lessous-Rud Jc t,·rllagg 
Geogn,phy-Physical-l)a,•,:< 
llistory-General-Bar,u.t 
History-English-JVo"IG'omtry 
l,atiu-Begi11nll!rs-S,11i/,y cl �lorlu 
Algebra-High School-.Vi/11,-(completed) 
Astronomy-l'"'ou11g 
Geometry-Plane-_t/i/11t' 
History-GreciAn-Bob:ford 
History-Ro111a11-A//e11 
Latit1-Second Yrnr-Clasoics 
Music-Vocal 
Rhetori� lli//, D. 7.
Zoology-Ho/tfer 
Botany-Wood 
Drawing 
Civics-Willougli�v 
Con,tilution-State and t·. S. 
Chemistry-Stort'r u11d Li11dsay-or l 
Geology-£, Co11t, I 
Geometry-Plane and Solid-.lfi/11, 
FIRST YEAR 
SECOND YEAR 
THIRD YEAR 
Literature -English and -"-merica11-Pn111/rr, a.mf llcrntll1onu J. Ln11011 
Phy&ics-.Ar•ery'.t Elcmn1/.c 
Theory and Practice-P"K"-' 
Trigonometry-Croc/ult 
Economics-Laugklifl 
Ethics-Rv/a11d 
History of Educatiou-Compa,,rr 
I.,ogic-.Da1•is 
Pedngogy-Bo_ytr 
Psychology-//a//,d 
Teachers' Course in ·rraining \Vork 
FOURTH YEAR 
Orthography and Composition throughout the Course. 
:l term� 
:! lefDlS 
I term 
:! lt.'rlllS 
I lerm 
;{ t�rms 
J tc."rm 
'2 tenns 
1 term 
a terms 
:! terms 
I term 
I tenn 
J term 
l term 
:l terms 
:l terms 
:� terms 
1 krDl 
llem1 
I ter111 
I tenn 
J term 
I term 
':! terms 
!l terms 
:! terUIS 
I term 
J term 
:! 1crn1s 
I term 
:! tertUS 
l tenu 
I term 
:! tertll" 
:l tc-nn"' 
THE STATE NOR)IAL SCHOOL 
ACADEM[C COURSE OF STUDY 
Authors of Text Books Written in Italics 
PREPARATORY 
Arithmttic-.\.d,·aneed-Jfi/11, 
FIRST YEAR 
Algehra-lligh ��hool-_l/1/Ju 
Arithmetic-�telltRI-/Jrook.< 
Bookkceping-/Jrvaut ,,11d Slrat/1111 
Engh,h-Higher r.essons-R,f'cl a11d ,,�,llng-g 
G,ography-Physical-Da,is 
Hi!'lory-Genern 1-Jinr,u.c 
I.atin-Hec-inner1,-.\'111i/,,,, J� \tori•"• or I 
l'reuch-Bt"giuuer-.-C:"0.k', Olio \ 
SECOND YEAR 
Alg,bru-Hi�h School-.1/i/,rr-(completed I 
Oeamc:try-rtane-.l/i/11,· 
Gnek Begi11nt"rc;-lf"/,it,• or l. 
C�n11an-Hegin11er�-Cook', Otto J 
IJltin-Second Yenr-or I 
l'rench-�ecoud YeMr i 
llh�toric-n j. Jlill 
metry-PJane and :;olid-.l/i/11, 
Cr.ck--�ecoud \"ear or} rman-Secom1 Year 
tin-Third Ye;n-or 
wing-Free Hand and )techanical i
THIRD YEAR 
terature-Engli'ih and American-P11i11lt·r, ,01d 1/a:•.>l/u,r,u .. ( Lo11on 
Y•ic-;-....1, •·ry'� El,·11uu.J�" 
Orthography and Composition throughout the Cour'-e. 
9 
:l terms 
:!tetmi,; 
I krm 
:! lermi,; 
I term 
J term 
:J terms 
I Lern1 
1 term 
:J termi, 
'i tenni; 
J lC'llU 
:l terms 
:I terms 
:{krtu"i 
J lerm 
:! term� 
!{ ternis 
:{ terms 
;J terms 
::! terms 
IO THE STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
NORMAL COURSE OF STUDY 
Subjects Arranged by Terms-Fall, Winter and Spring 
Fa Tenn 
.\ rlthmctic 
History-l!. s. 
A rith metic-l\f enta l 
English 
General History 
Physical Geography 
Latin-Beg1n11ers 
Algebra 
Grecian Hi!ttory 
LAtin-Caesar 
Rhetoric 
\·oca1 Music 
Constitution-Stale and l'. S. 
Drawiug 
Geometry 
Literature-American 
Physics 
Ecouomics 
History of Education 
Psychology 
•rcachers' Traiuiug \Vork 
PREPARATORY 
Wintri:r Term 
Arithmetic 
History-U. S. 
FIRST YEAR 
Algehra 
English 
General History 
Latiu-Begiuner� 
SECOND YEAR 
Astro1iomy 
Algebra 
Roman History 
Latin-Caesar 
Rhetoric 
\'ocal Music 
THIRD YEAR 
Civil Goverumeut 
Geometry 
Literature-English 
Physics 
FOURTH YEAR 
Economics 
History of Educatiou 
Psychology 
Teachers' Training Work 
Spring Tonn 
Arithmetic 
Physiology 
Algebra 
English 
English History 
Latin-Rea<lit1� 
Zoology 
Geometry 
Latin-Cicero 
Rhetoric 
,·oc1.l Music 
Theory and Practice 
Botany 
Trigonometry 
I,iterature-E11glish 
Chemistry or Geology 
Ethics 
I,ogic 
Pedagogy 
1·eachen,' Traiuiug \Vork 
THE STATE NOR�IAL SCHOOL I I 
ACADEMIC COURSE OF STUDY 
Subjects Arrang-ed by Terms-Fall, Winter and Sprinsr 
Arithmetic-:\leutal 
English 
General Tiistory 
Latin or French-Bcginuers 
Pbysic:al Geography 
Greek or German-Beginners 
l,atin or French 
Rhetoric 
Geometry 
Greek or Germau-Secoud Year 
I.atin or Ora wing 
I.iterature 
Physics 
PREPARATORY 
Winter Tenn 
Arithmetic 
History-U. S. 
FIRST YEAR 
.,lgehra 
Euglish 
General History 
Lntin or }trench-Beginners 
SECOND YEAR 
Algebra 
Greek or German-Beginners 
Latin or Freucl1 
Retoric 
THIRD YEAR 
Geometry 
Greek or German-Second Vear 
Latin or Drawing 
Literatnre 
Physics 
Spring Tenn 
Arithmetic 
Physiology 
Algebra 
English 
Bookkeeping 
Latin or French-Reading 
Geometry 
Greek or Gennan-Reading 
Latin or French 
Rhetoric 
Greek or Germn.n-Seroucl Vear 
Latin or Drawing 
Literature 
Botany 
Orthography and Composition Throughout the Course . 
•
12 THg STATE NORJIIAL SCHOOL 
A SHORT HISTORY Of MARSHALL COLLEGE 
.;I, 
BY PROF. B. 11. THACKSTO�, A. Jll. 
/i5) UYA JDOTTE 1s an old town. It is situated on the left bank of the 
� Ohio river and 011 the right bank of the Guyandotte, at the mouth 
of the latter. Before railroads were introduced, it was the biggest 
town in this portion of Virginia and enjoyed exceptional advantages. The 
immenst rafts and fleets of timber that were floated from its head\\-aters in­
vited a large numher of purchasers from the largest citie ; and during high 
water small craft penetrated 011 its surface from fifty to one hundred miles 
into the mountains. It was here that many congressmen from the west 
took the old stage coach, over the James ri,·er and Kanawha turnpike, for 
\\·ashi11gton. It was here that pleasure seekers took passage for the many 
watering places and summer resorts of the "Old Dominion" ; and it was 
here that Lenedicts and brides boarded magnificent steamers to spend their 
honeymoon abroad. The importance of Guyandotte and the cheapness of 
lands soon caused the fertile and l>eautiful valley of the Ohio, extending 
ten miles from Guyandotte to the Big Sandy ri,·er, which separated \'ir­
giuia aud Kentucky, to be settled and well populated. The farms were 
comparatively narrow and extended far into the hills, each ha,·ing its 
landing where steamboats stopped to bring the farmer supplies or to take 
away his products for market. The Buffingtons, the Russells, the Laidleys, 
the Paines, the Holderbys, the Poages, the Beuhrings 'and Framptons are 
some of the families that inhabited this lovely valley. Some of the home­
steads, which represent the architecture of that day, are still standing. 
The home of Col. \Villiam Buffington is of brick, built on an eminence, in 
fnll view of Guyandotte. The home of Hon. John Laidley, the jurist, is 
about one and a half miles below Guyandotte and is now owned and occu­
pied by his son-in-law, Mr. Lou H. Burks. The home of the late Peter C. 
Buffington has lately been bought for a hospital for the Chesapake & Chio 
railway, while the residence of the late James Holderby still Mands near 
the foot of Sixteenth street and is owned by the Central Land Company of 
\\'t.st \'irginia. 
THE STATE �OR'.IIAL SCHOOL 13 
But, notwithstanding the industrial prosperity which these people were 
enjoying, the need of a permanent school was generally felt. The prevail­
ing school was the three months subscription school, in which the tuition 
varied from twenty-fi\·e cents to one dollar per month; but the teacher, 
after the expiration of his term of service, \Yas liable ne\·er to be seen in 
the community again. The people determined to ha\·e a permanent school 
and in the year 1838, they purchased from Mr. James Holderby one and 
one quarter acres of land on the high ground south east of his residence for 
forty dollars and had the title \'estecl in certain local trust :es and to their 
successors in office. On this land, where the extreme east w,ng of the 
present building rests, the citizens erected a two story building of brick, 
about sixty feet long and about t\\enty-five feet wide. This building was 
finished after the prevailing architectural designs of that day, was divided 
into four rooms, two hallways, and \Yas named ·'l\Iarshall Academy," after 
Chief Justice John Marshall, of Virginia, who had died but a few years 
befon::. The prevailing denominations in this valley at that time, Methodists 
and Presbyterians, assisted in the construction of this building, and used 
alternately one of its rooms as a chapel or church. The school was es­
tablished and under its conduct by the best available talent it secured quite 
a reputation. It attr!cted many students from the interior of the state and 
many from the neighboring states of Ohio and Kentucky. The good i1,­
fluence of the school extended mauy miles around. A little later on, and 
after the Methodist church was divided, the Southern Methodists secured 
this property and named it "�Iarshall College." Their object was to in­
crease its usefulness and to help their denomination. They therefore erect­
ed the west end of the origina� building, a three story brick building, about 
eighty feet long and about thirty feet wide. The entire first story of this 
new buildiug was furni�hed for school chapel and church exercises; the 
upper stories, yet unfinished, were intend.ed for recitation rooms and lodging 
rooms for boarders. But the improvement soon came to a standstill. The 
Methodists could not pay the debts incurred; their financial agent, Dr. \\". 
H. Foutrden met with but little success; his Jaw-suits and judgments
against the property followed; and to make matters worse, a scandal
de\·eloped in the school in the year 1857-8 which well nigh destroyed its
' 
, I, 
I 
l I
I I 
I 
I 
i ' 
I I '!: . I'· ., I 
I\ I 
11 : 
Ii .1 
Ii 
'l l ,1,\ \'''.. , :: I 
q. THE STATE NORMAL SCHOCL 
usefulness. In NO\·ember 1858, Rev. Stanton Field, a trustee of the col­
lege and presiding elder of this district, secured the services of B. H. 
Thackston, who, in the preceeding June, had been graduated at Randolph 
Macon College, in Virginia, as valedictorian in his class. l\fr. Thackston 
came on and though offered the position of principal of Buffalo Acade'tuy in 
Putnam county, elected to accept that of :\Iarshall College at a guarante�<l 
salary of eight hundred dollars per year. The situation was discouraging. 
It was late in the season for schools-there was 110 steward, no students­
nothing but the buildings and the good will of the community.;/The 
trustees met and arranged for a steward in the spring, fixed the rate of 
tuition, and the school started with about twenty pupils from the neighbor­
hood and from Guyandotte. The school filled up gradually and the next 
year about fifty pupils were enrolled, and Mr. James Stewart, father of J. 
B. Stewart, architect, I. F. Stewart and Mrs. E. S. Holderby, who had
come from Ceredo to be steward of the institution, had six or eight boarders.
The school commenced to "iook up" considerably and the prospects looked
better, but the tuition had been fixed at very low figures and
was not paying; the principal, early in the year 1860, accepted what he·
thought a betttr position at Barboursville, the county seat, twelve miles
away. Mr. Thackston �-as succeeded by Rev. Mr. Brown, as principal of
the college; but he was sickly and was soon succeeded by a Mr. Thrush, of
Pennsylvania, who taught until the civil war began. l\Ir. Thrush soon
left aud during the war a local school was maintained; but in the meantime
the property was sold for about $1500. After the war closed, Judge James
H. Ferguson, who was a shoe maker by trade but who studied law while he
was "on the bench" and became an eminent jurist, and who, at that time
was a member of the legislature from Cabell county, proposed that if the
county would pay off the indebtedness of the premises and transfer the
property to the state, he would see that the buildings and grounds
were enlarged and improved and that a normal school should be established
thereon for the preparation of teachers for the state. This proposition was
accepted by the county, and the state by statute made it "The State :Xor­
mal School," and provided that it should continue to be called Mar­
shall College and that it should be governed by a Board of Regents
THE ST.\TE XOIOIAL SCHOOL 15 
consisting of the state officers and a local executive committee. At a 
later date, the Legislature amended the law, so that the state superinten­
dent of free schools and a representative of each Congressional district, ap­
pointed by the goyernor, should be the Regents, and provided for the ap­
pointments by the Regents of a local executi,·e committee. Under state 
control, the Regents secured an appropriation of about thirty thousand dol­
lars, ,-vhich was expended in securing about tweh-e acres of land additional 
in completing the building erected by the Southern Mtthodists, in making 
the first building three stories high, and in putting a very extensive three 
story wing at the west end. After the city of Huntington was laid out in 
1871, the state, by exchanging lands with the Central Land Company of 
\\'est \'irginia, made the college grounds conform to the streets and avenues 
of the city. About the year 1866-7 the Regents engaged the serdces of 
Prof. Thompson, of Pennsylvania, as the first principal of "The State Nor­
mal School." The neglect of education'during the years of the ci,·il war, 
the offer of free tuition to all students who would agree after graduation to 
teach one year in the free schools of the state at the compensation paid, 
when the teachi61g was done, and the personal actidty of Prof. 'l'hompson 
and his assistants, who came with him, all conspired to increase the enroll­
ment of "Marshall College, The State Normal School." Other sections of 
the state immediately wanted J\'onnal Schools, claiming that Marshall Col­
lege was not centrally located, etc. To accommodate these demands, 
branches of "The State Normal School" were soon established at Fairmont, 
\Vest Liberty, Glem·ille, Shepherdstown, and Concord., The Legislature 
soon grew tired of making appropriations to support these schools, and the 
constitutional convention which met in Charleston in 1871 to revise the 
state constitution, engrafted it in the constitution that no more J\'orma/ 
Schools should be created by the Legislature. Prof. Thompson continued 
to be principal of ":\Iarshall College" until 187 r. In the previous year 
there had been a political upheaval in the state. Hon. John J. Jacob, a 
democrat, had been elected governor, and Judge Charles S. Lewis, a demo­
crat had been elected state superintendent of free schools, and what was 
known as the "Flick Amendment" had carried. Prof. Thompson, finding 
himself of the opposite political persuasion from "the powers that he," offer-
16 THE STAT!'; "'OR:UAL SCIIOOL 
ed his resignation to the Board of Regents, which was accer;ted. The 
Board then appointed Prof. Pm-veil, of Ashland, Kentucky, principa1, and 
Prof. �Iorrow, of Fain·iew, \V. Va., as first assistant, :VIiss Carrie Cooper, 
as second assistant, etc. Prof. Powell resigne j at the eud of one year, ,1110 
in 1872, Prof. Morrow was made principal, and Prof. B. H. Thacbton, of 
Barboursville, was first ::issistant, �Iiss Carrie Cooper, second assistant, ;\Jiss 
Lida Dearing, of �Iorgantown, thirrl assistant and �f r.s. Salina Mason, of 
Cuyandotte, teacher of the Preparatory .school. Prof. l\Iorrow and �I t:,s 
Dearing had serious disagreement; and, at the end of the school year, the 
Regents accepted �Iis.s Dearing's resignation and appointed in place of Prof. 
Morrow, Prof. J, Ueauchamp Clark, of Kentucky, who had just been gradu-
. ated from Bethany College, in this state. Prof. Clark was disgusted at the 
failure of the Legislature to appropriate money to pay salaries, and being 
anxious to get iuto politics, he,.resigned, as principal, at the end of the 
school year. He now represents a 11 issouri district in the National Con­
gress. The appropriation to co\·er Prof. Clark's salary was made in the year 
following. It was so uncertain at that time, as to what the Legislature in­
tended to do with the Normal Schools, that not e\·ery tefcher, of proper 
qualifications, was willing to teach for the state. An arrangement wa;:, 
however, made in 187.J., by which Prof. A. D. Chesterman: �-ho had ju!>t 
come from Richmond, \·a., to take chari:;e of the Hu11tingtun public schools, 
was to board and room in the college, ha\·e some clas. es before school hon rs 
and other classes after school hours and be the Normal principal, while 
Prof. Thack!>1on as first assistant and Miss Laura C. Striden, of Halltown, 
\V. \·a., as second assistant, taught the regular classes through the day. 
In 187 5, as provision had been made in the public schools of the city for the 
smaller pupils, the Preparatory school was abandoned, and Prof. Chester­
man, haying moved his family into the college, kept the boarders and, with 
Prof. Thackston as assistant, conducted the school until 1877. In this 
year Prof. Thackston withdrew and went into the stock business at Bar­
boursville. Prof. Chesterman continued as principal and, with Prof. T. B. 
McClure, of \Vayne county, and others as assistants, conducted the school 
until June 188r. In this year Prof. Thackston was appointed principal. 
He, with Prof. T. J. Bryan, Prof. T. B. Summers and Prof. C. \V. Thorn-
MISS CORA LEE TRICE 
(Se� page Ct) 
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burg, seYerally, as assistants, and with Miss Lona Holt, Miss Carrie Holt, 
and Miss Sallie M. Peyton, severally, as Preparatory teachers, conducted 
the school until June 188-1-. In this year a stormy democratic convention 
was held in Wheeling, in ,,·hich Hon. E. Boyd Faulkner, of Martinsburg ,  
was defeated for governor, and Hon. E. Willis \Vilson, �f Charleston, was 
nominated; and Hou. B. L. Butcher was defeated for state superintendent 
of free schools, and Hon. B. S. Morgan was nornin&ted. The next day, 
the Board of Regents held a meeting in Wheeling, at which the principal of 
�Iarshall College, was summarily, and without premonition, supplanted by 
the appointment of Prof. \V. J. Kenney, of Point Pleasant. At the end of 
two years, in 1886, Prof. Kenney was ousted and Prof. Thomas Hodges, of 
Morgantown, was appointed. Prof. Hodges continued, with various 
assistants, in the conduct of the sC:.1001 for a longer period than any of bis 
predecessors. He was promoted to a place in the \Vest Virginia University, 
at Morgantown, in 1896, and was succeeded by the present incumbent, 
Prof. L. J. Corbly, of this state. Prof. Corbly is a close student, is deeply 
interested in school work, and has increased the m,efulness of the institu­
tion. Such men should be rewarded and sho•1ld be kept in the educational 
profession. 
THE FACULTY 
.JI. 
Their Preparation for Their Work 
.JI. 
RlNClPAL L. J. CORBLV is n nntive or West Virginia, He was educated in the common schools 
of Tyler county, at the Fainnonl State Nonnal School, and at the \Vest Virginia University, 
where he took his degree. Immediately after his graduation h� was elected to the superinten­
dency of the city schools of \VRtter Valley, Miss , where he remained two years, when he was 
elected to the superintendency or the Clarksburg. W. Va , schools. Arter a term or three years at Clarks­
burg he went abroad to study 1n the universities of Halle and Berlin, Germ&ny. also a short while in 
Jena Uuh·crsity. While at Berlin he was elected to his present position, July J89U. His experience n� 
teacher previously to entering college, covered a pe-riod or eight years iu the common and grndffl 
schools. While abroad his post graduate work was in Economics, History. and Philosophy. giving also 
4'p,ccial attention to Gerntan and Fr.:nch, particularly to the pronuuetatiou or these langnnges. i.'requeul 
vi.sits were made to the vittage, town, aud city schools or Germany to '-ludy methods, courses of study, 
,8 THE STA1'E NOR!IIAL SCHOOL 
aud the Germnn �hoot system in genenll ,.he summer of IR90 was spent ahroad, also, with a ,·icw lo 
study by travi,l. Naples. Rome. l'lori,nci,. Vi,nice. end Milan. Ital)'. (including a trip to the top of 
Vesuvlus while it was active), Switzerlaud and Frnuce were made the chief points of interesL. :\tr 
Corhly has had au expc:ricnce of l:tu mouths as iustructor. He will study in the Unh·ersily of Pc1111 .. yl­
vaniA thi.s summer-HQ). 
MRS. EVP.RETT is a native or Tennessee. but mO\'ed to Harrison couuty, \Vest \'irginia, Rt thr- nge 
of 16. She was educated nt the �oule FemA1e College, Murfreesboro. Tenu .. and Rt Steu�nville !:,enu­
nary, 0., from which inctitution she was graduated. Mrs. E,·erett has done quite on a111ou11l of work 011 
"her Ph. B. course at ChiC"&go lTniversily, lately. Her experience iu teaching has been exceptioually 
rich. having heeu principal of the high schools of Clarksburg and of Jtuutiugton for sixteen roosecut1ve 
yearM, in ad<1itio11 to other valuable experience. She was elected to her present po,;itiou, first a"'i�i-.t:'ll1t. 
iu Ju11e, Uint7. She will apeud the summer ( 1000) coutiuuiug her studies al the Cniversity of Chicago. 
She has had an experience of lt,tJ months as instn1ctor. 
Miss HACKNEY is a native of Morgantown. l\1onongatin county. Wectt \'irginia. and was ecluCRted in 
the graded sc.hools of her home town, at the Ohio \Vesleyan, and at the Uuiversity of 't\'eqt \'irgima. 
where she look her degree in I 00. She taught in the school� of her native county. in the city schoob 
of Cleveland, Ohio, and has held her present position since March, 1�·n5, Miss Hackney hn'- done quite 
an amount of work toward her A :\1. degree Rt the Stale l"niversity. where she spendq her summer..; 
studyiug aloug the tines of her work in lhe Normal School. At present-June, IUOO, she ic; expec1i11g- to 
SJ>enci part of her summer studying in one of the large Eastern universities. She has taught 81l mu11ths. 
Mass MCKEN"DREB is a nath1e Virginiau, was educated at Bellwood Seminary, Ky .. nt the )tar-.hall 
Collel(e Normal School from which she graduated in JhP2. and later studied at the State l'ui,·ersily. She 
Jrns held her present position sin� l�f1-1, and has laught 03 months. 
MR. RM.H:tR is a no.th·e of t'p.-;hur county. \Vest Virginia, has had r,;,everal years' expe:rienc-e in the 
1>ublic schools of the State. is a graduatt- of the \Ve.st \'irginia Conference Ser�;inary, later of the l"ui� 
,·ersity of \Vest Virginia. and has since taught in the Fairmont State 1'ormal School till hi1, transference 
to this normnl by the State bonrd of regenlfi at the close of the fall term. U,'m•. owing to requirement.., 
for additional teaching force. Mr. Reger spent the summer of 1800 in European tra,·el. He has taught 
;]!) mouths. 
l\fR. SIMM� is a native of thi!-1 state, was educated in the high school of Charleston, graduatecl from 
1\farshall College, June, 1�, and has spenl oue full year and a summer session in studyi11g in the State 
l.'nh·ersity, He hns taught 21 months. 
MR. MEREDITH wns born. reared, and educated in Virginia. thongh he ha� taught �,-eral year-; in 
'\Vest Vfrgiuia. He <lid his college work in Emory and Henry, Va. He will spend his�uuuuer .,tudyrng 
at thi, State Uuh-ersity. Hi, ha• taught Ill() months. 
MR. PROPPITT, l1rincipat of the Business Department. o,·ersees aud directs the work in Bookkeep­
iug aud Penmanship in the Academic Department. He is one of the: most capable l.msiuess educator� 
in the state, and flu most practical one, taking an active interest in several business euterpri�s. 
?itflss VIOLA PETERS, whom the Principal engaged to assist him in his cln.sses during the latter part 
,of the spring term, was graduated from this school last year and has taught several mouth'- succes.t;;fu11y . 
After the resignation of the regularly elected teacher in elocution, l\liss l\lcw·horter, :\liss Jlt1rrows 
of ::Sew Vork, a graduate of the Emerson College of Oratory. Boston, did onr work. 
Both Miss reel and Mrs. Or. Haworth, who served es music teachers in the order named, were 
traiued in the Ci11cinnat1 College of :\fusic. 
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OUTLINE OF WORK 
.JI, 
What We Undertake To Do 
.JI, 
19 
IIIS school offers at present two courses of st11dy besides the busine�s. music, 
and elocution. Briefly the following statements explain the nature and ex­
tent of these courses; for fuller infor::1ation as to studies, requirements, etc., 
see further along in this catalogue. 
THE NORMAL COURSE: 
This course covers a period of FOt:R years besides the preparatory work-see pages 
8 and 10. It is designed especially for teachers, and is modeled after the courses pre­
pared for tl1e best state normal schools in the country. By reference to pages 8 and 10 
the reader can readily decide just where bis attainments locate him in this course, what 
text-books we use, and how long each study is pursued, the average length of a term 
being 13 weeks. Up to the fourth year of the course the work is chiefly academic, but 
each student of the FOURTH \'EAR work is required to instruct a class eight weeks 
within the year, apply as much of the instruction recefred in this and preceding years 
as possible, ,'isit town�d city schools for observation and criticism, review the com­
mon school studies, and stand tests as to bis familiarity with these, give careful atten­
tion to the arrangement and balancing of courses of study, and so perform all the du­
ties imposed by the faculty, which vary more or less from year to year, that he may be 
considered well equipped for teaching before his graduation is recommeuded. By 
"well equipped" we mean only as to training, for some men and some women,-MOST 
OF THEM-are not naturally equipped for teaching, and all the training of all the 
schools will not compensate fo.r this lack. They will ne\'er succeed as first class
teachers. 
THE: ACADEMIC COURSE:. 
This course covers a period of THREE years besides the preparatory, is designed 
especially to lay the foundation of a liberal education, and is arranged so that those 
graduating from it can either enter the freshman class of any first grade college or 
state university without passing an entrance examination, or can enter business life, 
or professional schools such as medicine, dentistry &c , feeling that they have acquired 
those elements of an education upon which they may safely risk a business life or 
establish a professional course in technical training. We know quite well that only a 
small per cent of the young people of our state enter upon advanced college courses 
and this academic course is arranged to fit them for whatever line of work they may 
elect after they lea\'e us, whether it be advanced college work, special training for pro­
fessional work, or for business. 
I 
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THE BUSINESS COURSE. 
This departmenl c,f the work is under a special principal, Prof. C. A. Proffitt, assi,t· 
ed by two very competent instructors. All communications concerning same shoulcl 
be addressed to Mr. Proffitt and not to the principal of the Xonnal and .\cademk 
departments. Courses in bookkeeping, shorthand and typewriting are offerC'd all<\ 
tuition is charged, the iu�Lructors in this department not being regular salaried teach­
ers paid by the state. Students in these departments may take any study or studies 
they choose in the Academic or ::-.ormal departments without aclditional fee, they ha,·. 
ing also the Incidental Fee of $1.50 per term to pay, the same as all Xormal ancl 
.\cachimic students. 
MUSIC ANO ELOCUTION. 
The work in these clcpartments is under special teachers who are paid what tl11:y 
make from tuitions charged, except that an allowance is made the ,·ocal music iu• 
structor for the work done in the Normal department where instruction in ,·ocal mu,1c 
is free to the students. 
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS. 
j. 
Buildings. 
j. ® l'R building, composed of four sections, three stories high and extending 
longitudinally east aucl west covers an extreme length of 303 feet and an ex· 
treme width of 85 feet. It has all been built since 1895 except one section. 
"hich was completely o,·erhauled and remodeled last summer-1899. It stands on an 
elevation in the midst of the campus about twenty feet abo,·e the highest water mark. 
The location seems so well suited for a school building that it has onen been remarked 
by strangers "how like the work of hand to ha,·e a place so admirably adapted to 
building." The three floors of the building make a combined area of nearly FOl'I{ 
ACRES. It is well arranged, splendidly furnished, heated with steam, lighted through· 
out with gas, and supplied with water from the city water works. The furniture is all 
new, the recitation rooms seated with tablet-arm opera chairs, the study hall with boi.· 
top single desks, and the assembly hall with opera chairs. There are eighty-eight 
rooms above the basement. The entire property is estimated as follows: Ruildiug-s 
$95,ClOO. Grounds fi1o3,ooo. Furniture !6,ooo. .\pparatus $2,000. Libraries $7,000. 
Total f,21S,000. 
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Grounds. 
Sixteen acres near the center of the city make up our school grounds. The beau­
tiful grO\·es, the majestic old trees irregularly scattered and grouped by the hand of 
nature, the little rh·ulet running across from south to north with its high, gracefully 
winding banks covered in part with grass and ornamented throughout with fine trees, 
the slightly irregular surface offering a :1atural sport and exercise ground for the 
young men east of the rivulet and an elevated center peculiarly suited for building, the 
rest lying so as to be made useful for any purpose required by a school; bounded on 
the northern side by Third avenue, (the finest street in \Vest Virginia) pa,·ed, one hun• 
dred feet wide, enlivened by an electric car line connecting the college gate wit h Guy­
andotte two miles to the East, with Central City four miles to the west,-before the 
opening of school in September, 1900, with Ceredo and KenoYa, W, Va., Catlettsburg, 
Clyffeside Park and Ashland, Ky., and Ironton, Ohio, twenty miles in all westward.­
bounded 011 the east hy Sixteenth street, on the west by Se,·enteenth street, and on • 
the south by College a,·enue, the Ohio River Railway track extending down Second 
avenue lo the uorth, the Ohio river one av1>nue further north, the C. & 0. Railway 
track three a,·enues lo the south, with these features on, connected with, and sur• 
rounding the grounds and with a view commanding the entire city and surrounding 
country for miles, our location is one of the things in which we feel a com,11endable 
pride. The passing street cars, trains, and the splendid steamers 011 the Ohio, all in 
full ,·iew, keep us in constant sympathy witll the hurry and bustle of the outside 
world, things we need not to forget or cease to keep in sympathy with. 
OUR CITY 
UNTINGTON is situated on the Ohio rh·er, 293 miles below Pittsburg, 215 be­
low \\"heeling, 121 below Parkersburg, 162 above Cincinnati, 8 abo,·e the 
Kentucky line, 419 from Richmond, 494 from the Atlantic coast, 192 from 
White Sulphur Springs, 481 from Baltimore, 577 from Philadelphia, 667 from New 
York, 50 from Charleston, the Stale Capital, and 438 from Washington, the National 
Capital. The city is approachable via the C. & 0. R. R., the 0. R. R. Jl., and the Ohio 
riYer directly, the N. & \V. R. R. which makes connections with both the aboYe named 
roads at Kenorn, 8 miles below, and by the K. & 1\1, R. R., which makes connections 
With the O. R. R. R. and Ohio ri,·er steamers at Point Pleasant, 40 miles above. 
The city is new, all having been built withrn the last twenty-fiye years, is beautifully 
lai,l out, the a,·enues running parallel to the ri,·er, and the streets at right angles to 
the avenues. Both streets and avenues are wide, the former 8o feet and the latter 100 
feet, part of them are solidly paved. and all are lighted with electricity. Gas anu water 
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works are among the special coll\·eniences, the water being exceptionally pure. Its 
healthfulness aml the kindness of its people are among the peculiar attractions of the 
place. 
::--atural gas has recently been brought to the city in abundance, nnd, as a result. 
illuminating gas costs but little compared with rates heretofore charged; every one 
who wishes may ha,·e natural gas for fuel. The introduction of natural gas will e\'i­
dently mark the opening of a new era of prosperity in our city, and the changes in 
cleanliness cannot but put Huntington in better demand than ever before as a re;;iclenctt 
city. 
Its friends call it the Second City of \\'est Virginia; its rivals put it third on the 
list; be it Second or be it Third, it is First in point of youth, of rapid de\'elopment, of 
wide beautiful streets, of plan and scale on which laid out, and FIRST iu point of inter­
est taken in its municipal affairs, elections not excepted. Its people are cordial, enter­
prising, enthusiastic, IN EARNl-!ST. Many of them take a li\'ely and substantial interest 
in the Normal School, notably the Board of Trade, which has stood by, labored for, 
and contributed of its funds, to every forward step that bas been made in the way of 
soliciting State funds for improvements. Their efforts have been ably seconded by 
most of our representati,·es and senators from this county and district. 
The publi<: schools of this city are the pride of the citizens and are in excellent 
condition, affording exceptio,.ually good opportunities for obserrntion work by our 
classes in Pedagogy and School Management. 
There are fourteen church buildings and thirteen stationed pastors for the white 
people; all these cordially welcome our students to the services of the Sabbath day, 
mid-week prayer meetingc; and other church gatherings. 
LITERARY AND RELIGIOUS 
JI, 
Literary 
JI, 
LITERARY SOCIETIES ®F THESE there are two, both co-educational; the Virginian and the Erosophian. 
Since the completion of our new building these organizations ha,·e heen housed 
in attracti,·e and commodious halls of their own, the former on the third floor, 
the latter on the second floor. These they have furnished themselves. The floors ba,·e been 
smoothed and finisl;Jed in hard-wood polish, pictures adorn the walls, and handsome 
new chairs, tables, and secretaries' desks accommodate the officers and member�. 
TIIE STATE :>rOR�IAL SCIIOO!. 
Regular meetings are held weekly, Friday afternoon from 2:15 to 4:45. These societies 
have grown in the last two years into large, enthusiastic, and very valuable auxiliaries 
in our school work, affording students not only opportunities for literary culture, but 
centers of home-like interest which they can call TH!iIR owx. An inter-society con­
test in debate, oration, essay, and recitation is one of the interesting features of our 
annual commencement e.xercises. Heretofore f,50.00 bas been given lo the successful 
representatives on these classes, the amount going to the treasury of the society or 
societies according as one or both ha,·e successful contestants; hereafter the amount 
will be increased lo $100: $40 for debate, i30 for oration, f20 for essay, and f,10 for 
recitation. F.very student should i<lentify himself with one or the other of these 
societies soon afier enteriug school. 
LIBRARIES AND READING ROOM 
Libu.riu 
Of these there are two: A documentary library consisting of the bouml volumes 
and pamphlets furnished by the general go\'ernment and a circulating and reference 
library. The former is on the second floor. the latter on the first floor. The documen­
tary library is to be carefully indexed during the summer months of ,goo, after which 
it will be found, contrary to the thoughtlessly or ignorantly formed opinions of very 
many good people, by far the most \'aluable and useful library the school could offer 
to the students of economics, civil go,·ernment, business, commerce, politics, sociology, 
American history, botany, geography, zoology, geology, and many other subjects. Its 
value is dependent upon the completeness and accuracy of the indexing, and so no 
pains will be spared in the arranging of this work. IIowe,·er high an estimate we put 
upon a circulating library, our estimate of the documentry is still higher, both because 
of its peculiar ,·alue as a reference library and because of the difficulty of replacing it. 
The circulating library, while but a nucleus of what we hope it may become al an 
early year, is rather well chosen and an exceptionally workable one for its size. It is 
now housed in the large room with bay front on first floor, is quiet, easily accessible lo 
both school and dormitory, handsomely papere,l, has new cases and new furniture 
throughout, plenty of light both by day &nd by night, and is the center of popular in­
terest in the school. It is kept open from 8 a. m. lo 1� p. m. except al meal hours. 
Rud1ng R-.. 
This occupies the same space as the circulating library, and grows more interest­
ing, more exte11sive, and is much more used eacil year. Last year ,.e bad SE\'ENT\'• 
FJVf; magazi11es, educational journals, and newspapers on the tables and racks of this 
room, and this year se,•eral new ones have been added. Such publications as the 
Forum, North American Review, Atlantic lllonthly, ReYiew of Re,·iews, Scienttic 
American, Electrical Magazine, Geography Magazine, Current Literature, Current His­
tory, The Outlook, Scribner, Harpers Weekly, The Dial, Public Opi_niou, Literary 
Digest, Success, Munsey, The Strand, McClure, International Monthly, Lippincott, 
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Cosmopolitan, The Century, and others of like grade are at the con\·enience of all 
students, to say nothing of the less expensive ones of this class, the rlaily and \11:ckly 
newspapers, and the numerous educational journals. 
Religious 
CHAPEL EXERCISES 
Twenty to thirty minutes are set apart for these exercises each day, usually begin­
ning at TE:; O'CLOCK. .\11 students are expected to be present. The worship, cou,ist­
ing of two or three sacred songs, scriptural readings, a short extemporaneou� pranr 
or the concert ofTenng of the Lord's prayer, sometimes both, are found objectionable 
ueither to our Catholic students, of whom we ha\·e quite a number, nor to those who 
affiliate with uo church. To believer and disbelie\·er alike these exercises are regard­
ed morally healthful, orthodoxically unobjectionable, socially beneficial, and spiritually 
profitable. 
Y. W. C. A. 
For the benefit of the young ladies of the dormitory, together with all other la,ly 
students who will take part, a Young Woman's Christian Association has been organ­
ized and meets weekly in a room in the building set apart for that purpose. Arrange­
ments have been made at Ute time of this writing to send a delegate to the National 
Y. W. C. A. meeting at Ashville, N. C. this summer. 
In addition to these modes of developing Christian culture the liberal opportuni­
ties for Sunday school and church attendance offered by the \·arious churches of the 
city combine to make the atmosphere of the school morally pure and religiously 
btalthful. 
GOVERNMENT 
.JI. 
HIS feature of our school work we feel helongs to the student just as distinctly 
as the work of preparing his studies, anrl when clone for him deprives him of 
its value just the same as a lesson in his text-book prepared for him. And 
like the lesson when it cannot be prepared by him, then O�LV should the instructor 
help. Government is a success only as it inculcates habits of right doing. The power 
to govern, just like the skill essential to paint a picture, is inborn, not acquired in any 
one life-time. To govern is to teach habits of restraint, not to punish offenders. 
Its successful practice requires that the practitioner possess common sense, self­
restraint, and capabilities for the work in connection with which governing is to be 
done. It requires one other thing, namable but not definable,-PRRSONAf.IT\'. 
VIRCJ.VI.--IN LI /"ENA NY SOCIETY 
T"IRGINIAN LITERARY SOCIETY HALL 
m 
EROSOPHIAN LITERARY SOCIETY HALI, 
Office of the Prillcij>al of .11-farshall Business College 
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We assume that our duty in a school of this grade is to help young people to 
acquire habits of self control and right acting, right thinking, and right speaking. 
Sometimes it seems well to make reminders of duty very pointed and plain. It is 
sometimes well to quietly hand a student a letter stating that:it would be better 
for him to be at home till he news school work and school life in a different light. He 
goes and nobody knows why, though guessing might be easy. It may take noise, fusE, 
friction, disturbances, foot ball, base-ball, golf, figures ingeniously manipulated, and 
what 1,ot, to advertise a school now-a-days, but its takes quiet, hard, earnest, �elf-reliant, 
effort to build up or sustain the reputation of a school that will stand the test behind 
the foot lights. These will ultimately be the surest advertise111e11ts, also. 
The minimum of friction with the maximum of caution and commou sense fortified 
with preparation for duty is a safe guide to good government. 
It goes without saying that the use of liquors, or tobacco, or the habit of nsing 
profane or obscene language, on the school grounds is positively forbidden; that the 
use of alcoholic drinks, frequenting saloons or other questionable resorts, or other 
conduct compromising to the good name of the student or the �chool, when discovered , 
are dealt with summa1 ily. 
ESPECIALLY IMPORT ANT 
.JI, 
Requirements of Admission to this School 
.JI, 
PLEASE READ THlS 
IN SPITE of efforts in preceding issues of the catalogue to e:iplain WHO may enter .JI, a State �formal School, and 1,;NDER WIIAT CONDITIO�S, inquiries of all kinds come to us concerning these very important questions, not only from prospec• 
ti,·e students and parents, but from county superintendents. Some superintendents 
have gotten the impression that it is necessary to pass a county examination before 
one can enter a State Normal School; others get ideas equally erroneous. Parents and 
teachers get their information from other sources than catalogues, usually, and not un­
frequently from persons who seem to find pleasure in giving them wrong information 
to discourage their entering a state institution; some of these represent non-state in­
stitutions and some of them represent nothing but the anti-public educational element, 
which is becoming so small in this country that it accomplishes but little in these dis­
couragements of young people to enter state institutions; some of them represent 
private schools, and some others still represent nothing only the "Lear-down" and all-
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round pessimistic class; finally some of them simply do not know and ha,·e never taken 
the pains to find out; they either gl\·e wrong information through ignorance, or give 
none. \\'e have no quarrel with any of these classes but we HAVE a way that will 
solve this question of "WHO may enter a State Kormal School, ancl vNDER WHAT co�­
DIT10NS." ll is this: 
Whatever information of auy kind pertaining to the N'ormal Schools 
any parent or teacher or young person who is not a teacher but wishes to 
attend school may desire, let him or her write directly to the principal of 
the school and not to any one else. He knows more about the institution 
and is more anxious to give full and accurate information than any one else. 
If the oue desiring information does not know the principal's name, not 
having any catalogue by him, simply address a card or letter to "The State 
Normal School, Huntington, \\-. Ya." Remember that it is not necessary 
to inclose a stamp. If the ,uiter has a catalogue and wishes infonnatio11 
not found therein, simply write the principal. 
Just a few words may be added here on this subject, howe\'er; which m•y cover 
about all the inquiries arising. 
I, Age 
Il does not matter so much about the age &S to what the i11quirer has done in his 
or her education. The ADMISSION AGE formerly was GIRLS 13, IIOYS 14; \\e prefer not 
to admit stude11ts under these ages e,·en if they ARE ready to enter our classes, for 
they are not mature enough to get out of the studies what they should. There is 110 
maximum age. \Ve have students as much as forty years of age and would welcome 
most cordially any oue who wished to study. No one can be too old if he has common 
sense, his eyesight, and his hearing. This is a school for those of U1e state of \\'est 
Virginia who wish to study regardless of what their future careers are to be. ,\!,!C 
over the limits named abo,·e is not considered. 
2. How Much On� Must Know 
Our preparatory studies are l\1II,NE's Arithmetic, (about the same a� R1\\·'s Thin! 
Arithmetic, except fuller and better), Composition, United States History (RAR:-1:�). 
Spelling, Penmanship, and Physiology (O,·eRTO:-.), (Physiology about the same as Cut­
ter's Comprehensive though much better arranged and easier.) 
Our FIRST \'EAR studies are English (REED & KEJ,L0GGS HIGHER L1':SSONS), Mental 
Arithmetic (BROOKS), Algebra (M11,1n:'s HIGH SCHOOL), Physical Geography (DA\ 1s), 
General History (BAKNES), English History (M0NTG0�IER\'), Beginners Latin (S�III.r.\' 
and STORKE), Orthography and Composition, and Bookkeeping. 
11iiirWe do not teach political geography (such as Mitchell's Intermediate for ex• 
ample) except a hurried review in the senior year. We teach no F.nglish uelo,, Reed 
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& Kelloggs :Higher Lessons, which is aboul as difficult as Han·ey·s Grammar. Let the 
inquirer consult pages 8 and 9 to see our courses of study and text books used. 
If any one thinks of enterini:- the school and is not certain whether he is 
far euougll adrnuced it is best lo write the principal anu tel1 him what he has studied 
and how far advanced in each book not yet completed. \Vith this information before 
bim, the principal can readily tell the inquirer whether he is far enough advanced to 
enter. But-SEE TO IT THAT THIS l:SFOR�IATI0:-1 IS GOTTEN DIRECT FROM TIIE 
PRINCJP,H, A:-1D :S-OT FR0)l SO)IE ONE �:,,ss. 
3. Appoinlme:nta 
.\h ! This is the most \'exing question of all, and the one over which most stumble 
because so few understand about them. They are mean things lo understand especial­
ly since the requirements change. lf we had our way there would be none. They 
have always operated against the good of the Stale Normal Schools as we see them, not 
because they are not a good thing in themselves, for perhaps they are; but because 
they are so poorly understood by nearly every one, their requirements so often wrongly 
explained through misunderstanding, and their existence too often regarded as a kind 
of bar to the worthy young people of the state, who, having had poor educational ad­
vantages, think they are intentionally cut out by these impediments; in fact their only 
intention is to benefit those li,·ing at a distance from the �chool by preventing the 
school's filling up too much by local attendance thereby crowding out those more dis­
tant, only a certain number being allowed free tuition from each county. For example 
if Cabell county were allowed to send five hundred students free of tuition they might 
crowd out those living in other counties. This is prevented, or meant to be prevent­
ed, by limiting the number from each county according to the population of the coun­
ty. But e,·en here there is no call for them for No county reaches anything like its 
c1uota, and if it did, and others wished to enter, they could do so by paying only $18.00 
pet' year tuition, a rate very much lower than pt'ivate schools of similar grade charge, 
and which they would pay rather than go away from home. So, young people to whom 
·11..-e address these lines, do not worry about appointments ONE M0?.IENT, They are 
meant for the good of the distant counties, for the good of the schools, and for the
disadvantage of NO one. 
The first question concerning them is this: 
WHO MAY GET APPOINTMENTS.-\Ve answer brielly anu clearly. Please 
read this answer carefully: 
Any one can be appointed who will do the following things anu can 
re�·eive a favorable reply: 
1. Write the principal telling him:
a. The county in which you live. 
b. The studies you ha,·e reached and bow far in each you have ad\'anced.
c. Your age.
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d. Whether you will be obedient to the rules of the school. 
e. Whether you will carefully and conscientiously do the work required of you. 
2. Address the letter or card to, ''The State Normal School, Hunt-
ington, \V. Va." 
This is all YOU need to do. The priucipal will attend to all the rest. He will 
ascertain from your county superintendent whether you are of good moral character, 
and will ha\·e him sign your ;ippointmcut. Later he will have the state superintendent 
sign it also. He will fill in the blanks from the statements sent him by you, as gi\·cn 
above. He will notify you of your appointment very shortly after receiving your 
letter, if you are worthy of one. 
This makes everytlJing simple enough if followed out. No one need worry any 
more about appointments. Let the principal get tlJem for you hereafter. He will c\o 
it with greal pleasure. And now before dismissing tlJis phase of the appointment 
question we want to add again with emphasis: 
Do not write the state superintendent about your appointment; he has too many 
duties lo look after this. 
Do not write the county superintendent, for too often he has not taken the trouble 
to keep posted 011 the appointment requirements and we do not blame him, for he ha� 
enough besides this to do for his humble salary. 
Do not write or ask any one else in your community, because you are almost sure 
to get wrong information. 
Write the principal of the Kormal School direct, and "make a long story short" 
and accurate. This done, there need never be any more misunderstanding about ap· 
pointments; and if you are of good moral character and can comply with the few re• 
quirements named above, feeling sure you can enter, you need not write at all. Pack 
your grip aucl start. \Ve'll attend to everything after you arrive and relieve you of the 
necessity of e,·en a letter though it is ALWAYS best to let us know when you are com­
ing, on what train if you can, whether you want board in private family or in the Hall, 
so we can have your boarding place selected and meet you at the train and conduct you 
tlJither. 
VALUE OF APPOINTMENTS.-They simply exempt the holder from the pay· 
ruent of tuition in eitlJer the Normal or the Academic Department-a saving of $18.00 
per year, or f,6.oo per term. The holders of appoiniments pay only an Incidental Fee 
of f,r.50 per term-f,4.50 per year of three terms; this is the only fee he is required to 
pay besides his book and board bill. 
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HETIIER the student enter the fall, winter or spring term, it is \'.ERV much 
better that he enroll on the opening day-September 12th, January 3rd, or 
March 26th. These are the opening days of the terms. It does not require 
a week, nor half a week, to get down to class work in this school. \\'e are ALWAYS at 
work the second day. Jf students can be here on the regular enrollment day, which is 
the first day of each term, it is VERY much better for them and for all others. Hun­
dreds of young people drop out of the schools of this country annually, some of them 
to enter no more, simply because they enter a few days hte and find the effort to 
make up the work already gone 0\'er by the classes so burdensome that they become 
discouraged. Lateness of entering is often unavoidable, we know, but in ninety-nine 
cases out of one hundred it could be a\'oided if as much effort were put forth as is 
done when a connection with a special train or boat is to be made, or when many ap­
pointments far less important than that of entering school are to be met. 
Too many young people, and not a few parents, forS{et the chief element to be con­
sidered in school-gcing, namely: That the moment it is taken under ad,·isement it is 
distinctively a business transaction of the greatest importance and attended by the 
most serious consequences. It is not a mere side issue to be side tracked at con­
venience in favor of common duties or ordinary appointments; it is not simply a 
preparation for dress parade which requires just so many gowns and hats and coats of 
peculiar colors and cul, it is the highest duty of an American parent or youth. Make 
it this FRO:\! TIT£ BEGINNIXG TO THE END. "On time" is no small part of "success"; it 
is one of the essential requisites of it, and cannot be ignored. 
Enroli the first dey of the term, and let your name be FIRST on the roll of the 
opening day,-and FIRST on the day of graduation. This promptness wins you a place 
in the confidence of your teachers, and your friends, and will win you a place in the 
confidence of strangers seeking for worthy young men and women, which nothing else 
can. But, if you can't be here on the opening day be here just as soon afterward as 
possible; and when you go home between terms, observe the same promptness. Our 
experience has almost invariably demonstrated that it is the best students, those who 
make their mark afterward,-those who really succeed and graduate with a record 
that gives us pleasurable room to recommend them in the highest terms, who enter 
on time and are on time afterward. Lying before me at this writing is a letter receiv­
eu yesterday from a prominent member of a school board in this state from which I 
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clip the following: "Ha,·e you a young man whom you can recommend as 1u:.\1.1,v 
ALIVE, whose record with you has been such that you cau say he can teach. contr?I, 
and, hy his example develop promptness, interest, and enthu�iasm in the pupils > \\'e
want a principal of this description and will pay hitµ WRLJ,. Answer at once.·• Did r
find such among the young men under my direction? I ran carefully over the list. J
re\'iewed the record of each. Among scores of worthy youn� men I foun,I this one 
careless in his attendance; that one lacking in enthusiasm, self-control, self re!iance, 
courage, "aliveness," energy. experience , dignity, well-roundedness, Christian culture, 
determination, scholarship, or some other. or more thau one of these or other requisites
in a principal who is to husband the interests of hundreds of children, handle a corps 
of teachers, and work in harmony with a board of education. Did I recommend any 
one ? Xot )IA:-1\'. Leaders rre born scarce and grow scarcer with youth because of 
the laxness in parental training. �o one can lead, and manage, and con1111a111I who 
do<!s not reckon sharply with time.
'tudents )!A\' enter at auy ti111e in the year. :\lost likely there will he found 
classes to suit them, and we do our best to so arrange it because this is our duty as 
well as our pleasure. Our remarks above apply lo those who can enter at the opening 
but are careless about it. As we ha\'e said, there are many who cannot enter on the 
opening day; for these we try to find a way to provide the classes they wish, and we 
seldom fail to do so. So, co111e when you ::aay, if you ha,·e done YOt'R best we·n do 
0t:RS.
&-come the first day if possible. If you can't come then come as �:>on ,1fterwarcl 
as possible. We'll find a way to accommodate you with classes.
ENROLLMENT FEE 
To West Virginia students the enrollment fee is 1,1.50 per term, payable on the day
the student enrolls, and Nf:VER REFU:--DE0. This is their only tuition fee-$1.50 per
term; and since there are three terms per year, his yearly tuition is only $-1.50. \\·bal
institution, except the State Normal Schools, after leavin� the public schools, offers 
education so nearly FR�:E?
Attendance 
FULL YEAR 
If the student would form successful habits of study, identify himself fully with
school life, imbibe the real "college spirit," fall into complete sympathy with educ�: 
tional work, experience the genuine desire for higher education, know the .. h01!1e 
side of a school, enjoy the feelings and enthusiasm of the inner life of an institution.
he should attend school at least ONE FULL VEAR. Term work is valuable, INVALlTAB��
JSDISPENSABLE if the Full Year work be not possible, but we most sincerely wis 
t each year more of the very worthy young men and women who spend but one em1 • • 
with us could stay one F1·u. year. We would feel surer that they would uot give up
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they had acquired an education could they stay just o:-.E full year and get into the 
·t of school life. We are very much pleased, indeed, to notice that each year the
her who come to stay full years bas increased at a remarkable rate. This is a
tbful sign. It shows that young wen and women are more carefully husbanding
means, attaching more ,·alue to solid time in their studies, and gh-ing less promi­
ce to the lighter affairs of life. \Ve have a peculiar admiration for the student who
d rather spend a full year in school with threadbare shirt, mirror-worn coat, or
bed pantaloons than to remain a shorter time to wear fine clothing; we ha\·e noth­
but the WARMRST feelings and U1e greatest respect for the young man or young 
an who dares to wear shabby clothing-clean, of course-and stay in school rather 
a new suit with half the schooling. These things speak as words c.L>;NOT speak, 
n we kuow their meaning. They create an interest, a confidence, a sympathy, a
in LJ1e true teacher's bosom, in the wearer, which all the polish in the universe 
't replace. They pro,·e THE MAN and THE WOMAN. Try a full year if you cau, even 
Be\'ere and embarras5ing self-denial, my young friends. Jt'-s richly worth a trial. 
pays interest on money tlJUs economically im·ested as notliing else will ever pay 
• But if it be absolutely impossible,-see that "impossible" is really the word, and 
"doulJtful" or "l'm afraid,'' before deciding-then be sure to try the next best
g-U1e
BROKEN YE!AR 
This is INFINITELY better than nothing, and is the way 1110:,t young people of 
iterl means are doing, tlJough the tendency now is to go a full year even if the next 
tire year or two years must be missed to re-accumulate funds for the next full year. 
come, if but for a month. To get out from home among strangers, students 
nearly all over the state and from other states,-this is worth much to young peo-
and teachers. Come, a full term, howe,·er, if at all possible. Come on the opening 
and stay till the day after closing. By all means go to school, and go wllere you 
learn something besides books. These are all right, hut they constitute only a 
1 part of an education. Literary societies, young people's Christian associatious, 
·es, reading rooms, lectures, instructors who are in their work for life and have
t years at good colleges and universities to prepare themselves, new surroundings,
people; new social relations, new life, all these, and more, it takes lo educate a 
or a woman. We cannot but sincerely ,,;sh that the six thousand teacllers of
t Virginia could be induced to spend at least three months of each year in some
institution among new environments in every respect. The result would be 
nding in its effects upon our entire educational system. 
Study 
By the unanimous ,·ote of the faculty and students early in the session of 1899-
tbe "one session per day" plan was adopted. By this arrangement work is begun 
later than 8 o'clock a. m. and adjourned not later than I p. m., there being no in-
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termission except chapel exercises. This gi,·es the student longer study hours and 
makes earlier bed time possible, It also allows more time for rec-reation bec.1us� less 
time is lost in waiting for classes, and has resulted satisfactorily from every point of 
,·iew. Students are not required to come to the college building till their first class is 
due, unless chapel exercises come before their first cJass, (all regular students arc re­
quired to attend chapel), and are expected to go directly to their rooms imwediateiy 
after their last class for the day unless permitted for reasons justifiable in the opinion 
of the faculty to remain longer; such reasons being, waiting for a sister, brother, or 
other person on whom equally dependent or for whom equally responsible, work in 
library, laboratory, &c. Lounging or playing on the grounds, in basement, in 
toilet or cloak rooms, in halls, or anywhere else on the premises during school hours, 
S a. m. to I p. m., is positi,·ely forbidden, and any one found doing so is immectiately 
suspended by any member of the faculty who may intercept them. In short, in 
the class room, the study ball, or the library is the place for all students during school 
hours. These are work hours and those who are on the grounds are required to be in 
one of these places. 
Students are expected to be on the streets only in day time except for good reasons, 
and only when free from the day's work at the building. Those seen on the streets at 
night are expected to be able to explain why if called upon. We believe in s1Tn,·, 
HARD sTi;ov, and a liberal amount of it. 
Study Hall 
Any one waiting for a class must report to the study hall which is in charge of a 
teacher. A roll of all students who are due in the building and are not in class-room 
is kept for each recitation interval, and called in the STUDV HALI, immediately after 
the classes for each period retire to class-rooms. By this means the whereabouts of 
e,·ery student are known for every period he is due in the building. The STUDV HAT,L 
is a place for study set apart for students who are not in class but are waiting for 8 
class. 
Recreation and Rest 
Sleeping hours should neYer fall below eight in number. 10:30 p. m. to 6:30 a. 111·• 
are set apart in the Ladies' Hall and these are recommended for all students. This 
allows thirty minutes after retiring for going to sleep, eight hours for sleep, and 
thirty minutes for wakefulness. An hour each day spent in open air exercise is ex­
pected of ALL students. Unless those coming in from rural districts where they are 
accustomed to MUCH out-door exercise take at least au hour each day they may expect 
to grow gradually unfit for work as the term advances. l\1any think it the water, some 
the air, some this, some that; with the RAR>:ST exception it is tracable DIRECTI.V to 
lack of exercise. See to this part of your duty, young people, ALWAYS, and under AI,L 
circumstances. Nothing in the way of medicine can compensate for it. 
Looldng East fllrougli //u: flfain J-falh1ay in/J fill Di11i11g Room 
To �ee it well. nu•ke a cvliuch::- or lht h011d, lo<u< through it,·with 
one eye and clo:,c: the Vthcr. 
RECIT A TJON ROO,V 
Alblost every illustrauon in this book is �tn to much bettt'r advantni;e by following,tl-e <lirectiou given 
nuder the 1,.111, ..1.un:: itl>uvt:. 
UNDER THE FINE OLD CAAf PUS TREES 
CHAPEL AND STUDY HALL 
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Class Work 
The recitation is not made a mere convenience for rnising or lowering the term 
report according as the examination grades are low or high, but JS AN ESSENTIAL 
PART OF THE SCHOOL WORK, second in importance to nothing else. Students 
are not given recitation grades for "being present" simply, but for actual class work, 
and for that only. For e,·ery absence "zero" is entered against a student, whatever be 
the cause of his absence. Class work is either DONE or NOT DONE, and the faculty 
know it is DONE only when the student has been present and has DONE HIS WORK. 
He is graded by U1e month of 20 days, ou the scale of 5 for each perfect recitation. If 
he be absent the first two weeks of the term, and make "perfect" the other two weeks, 
his grade on recitation for the month"s report ts but 50 instead of 100. Absence is 
often una,·oidable, we grant, and ''zeros" seem harsh returns for unavoidable absences, 
but we ha,·e never found a student who wished to make his standing that did not find 
some way to make it, and the faculty always considers, in the most favorable light 
possible, deserving cases. Class work is a business, not a convenience, with us, the 
importance of which to the student can not well be over-estimated. Nothing is ac­
cepted as a compensatjon for absences from the regular work of the class. A few 
cases of overloading with recitations because father, or mother, or self said "gradua­
tion this year or not at all," have come u!lder our experience within the last few 
years, and since graduation meant carrying more studies than there were recitation 
intervals in which t9 recite, or, the studies yet to be completed were found scattered 
over two or three years of the course thus involving confljcts in recitation, it was 
necessary to have some work done out of class. Study by correspondence or out of 
recitation :UAY do for very mature students,-"do" in a way,-but this institution pre­
fers none of it for two reasons: 
I. It encourages HALF DONE, or YER\" I:liPERFECTLY DONE work, and has a ten­
dency to discount the value of class work and the meaning of graduation. 
2. It discourages thoroughness and minimizes the value of the instructor and of 
instruction in education. 
J\1ore and more shall we i11sist upon regular class attendance as the o�n.v condi­
tion of graduation in A:-.V subject. l;nless we do this, unless AJ,L schools do this to as 
great an extent as possible, we may as well close our doors and let every man and woman 
educate themselves. 
Examinations 
For the Fall Term and Spring Term exan1inations are regularly conducted during 
the last FOUR or l'lYE days of the tenu, sometimes even six days are required. These 
are co�rPUl,SORY for ALL students, except when the teacher decides for reasons justifiable 
in his opinion, or if he bas any doubt, then in the opinion of the faculty, that a class 
be excused. Individuals are excused only in the most extreme cases. In NO CASE 
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wber� examinalious are required, but are avoided by the student, is he either gi\"en 
any grade on anything, not e\"en in class work, for that term, or permitted to go ou 
with bis work for the uext term. Examinations for the Winter Term are usually con­
ducted at various limes within the term and in such a way and al such times a� "ill 
interfere least with the progress of class work. We do this to avoid the necessity of 
giving a week at the encl of the term to examination, for we "ish to encourage those 
teachers whose schools close early enough to come in and do some work in the winter 
term to do so anri not !use a week al the close of that term, since they would not be 
ready for the examinations, and if held, their class-work would be lost to them for 
that week. 
Students, and parents of students as well, sometimes need to be reminded that in 
a well regulated school lime must be so economized that each ,luty assigned must be 
performed exactly AT THAT TIME if at all possible, and slight headaches, sleepines� 1im, 
to social dissipation the pre,·ious night, \"isits, and such excuses cannot be considcrecl 
at all. \'/here severe illness or other ,·alid excuse is known, arrangements are made in 
some way, though not without much embarrassment to the teacher, who has daily her 
full quota of classes, to accommodate the unfortunate student. We are glad to meet 
al! legitimate requirements made of the faculty for worthy students, but under no cir­
cumstances are we willing lo encourage irregularity, carelessness, or indifference. Rt­
ports of work done in recitation ancl on examination, are made at the close of each 
term, the report co,·ering the work of the entire term. The recitation and examina­
tion are added and divided by Two for the "general term a,·erage;" this is enteret! in 
the large ,•olume kept by U1e school for that purpose, lo which reference can be made 
at any time. 
Let Al.L STUDENTS who can at all do so see to it well that they pass all their ex­
aminations and do the best possible in them. This for lbe following reasons: 
r. No grades are entered on tbe record for recitation only; grades are entered 
only when examinations have been passed and a,·erages made. 
2. The number of young men and women who have written us, applied lo us in 
person or through their parents within recent years for copies of their grades that 
they might get their stauding in another school, most frequently some professional 
school where academic training is required as a condition of admission, leads u� to 
insist that all work be done thoroughly an<l fully so we can presen·e a record for the 
student to which he may refer when needed, without blushing. As a rule the appli• 
cants for report were those whose attendance was irregular, grades low, and, in many 
cases, none at all, because examinations had been omitted. Leave a record with the 
school to which you can afterward refer with the assurance that it will help you as a 
recommendation. 
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Graduation 
Cpon those who have completed the full Normal Course with an average standing 
of So per cent. and not below i5 per cent. on any one branch, and have been in actual 
attendance during the entire Third or Fourth Year, the Board of Regents will confer 
a DIPLO:.UA or: GRADUATION in the Normal Department. But before any certificate or 
cliploma is granted, the Principal of the school will be required to certi(v that those 
whom he recommends for graduation haye fulfilled all the conditions and done all the 
work required for graduation. 
"The entire Third or Fourth Year" shall mean in this connection ONE FULL YEAR 
OF THRcE TER:IIS AT ONE SCIIOOI •. 
l1pon those who haYe completed the fnll Academic Course with an average stand­
ing of So per cent. and not below 75 per cent. on any one branch, and have been in 
actuhl attendance at the school from which they expect to graduate, One Full Year, 
which shall be the last or next to the last year of the course, the State Superintendent 
of Free Schools will confer a DIPLO:IIA o�· GRADl".\TIO"' which will admit its holder to 
the freshman class of the State Cni\-ersity. One Full Year in this connection shall 
mean ONE Fl'l,L \'EAR OF TIIREg TER)IS AT ONE SCHOOL. 
The ambition to graduate is certainly a 111ost laudable and healthful one; it cannot 
he too highly commended as an accomplishment worthy the noblest efforts of any 
youth. \\'e say graduate if possible, if not till you are 50 years of age. IT DOES PAY. 
To men whose opinions are worthy of respect, am\ to those whose influence young 
people \\;11 most need in a business or professional way, graduation means especially 
the following: 
r. That the holder of a diploma from a creditable school has shown that he bas
the persistence, earnestness, courage, capability, and willingness to co:-.JPLETE a sys­
tematic course of study. 
2. That he has at least some culture and some educational foundation to begin
his life-work with. 
3. That he is safer to his employer than one who has failed, or who has dropred
out of his work owing to a lack of effort or of proper ambition. 
4. That he has shown a willingness lo spend at least a reasonable amount of time,
and study, and pains to get ready for his trade or profession or business. Your 
tliploma may, sometime, my young friend, proYe the final witness in your behalf when 
a position that means more than honor to you is given to, or withheld from you, the 
witness that will cast the deciding \'Ote in your fa\·or in an extremely delicate or em­
barrassing situation. Ile who is wise will lea\·e none of these important things un­
done in his early years. 
But-let not the rush for graduating honors while you are still a child Yictimize 
you. Graduation at 13 to 17 may mean honors to some people, but the honors are 
very empty in nearly all cases. Something of thoroughness, and breadth, and depth, 
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which comes alone with maturity, has been lost and perhaps lost fore,·er. The gradu­
ated "child" is the crammed child. If be continue his studies he may overcome the 
had effects of this cramming, but so many do not. Especially in the matter of gradua­
tion would we insist on "making haste slowly." A lady graduate of 18 to 35 and a gen­
tlemen graduate of 18 to 40 are easy lo recommend if they are endowed with goo<! 
sense and a good personality. Graduated children we cannot and WILL not recommen,! 
as teachers. Prospective student, do not hesitate to enter school because you are "old.'" 
Our schools of America are needing no other factor so seriously, both in the student 
and in the teaching departments, as more maturity, more experience,-and this means 
simply M0RF, ACHt. We would much rather our younger students would take fewer 
studies than the minimum requirement than to graduate too young; and, hereafter, a� 
we have already begun, we shall make graduation mean more and more each year. 
Students will be required more and more to confine their work to a certain year of the 
course as far as possible, and to carry ONLY a year's work in any one year. Do not 
enter school expecting to graduate that year until you have bad the consent of the 
faculty to enter the graduating class. This may sa,·e you some unpleasant disappoint­
ments which have come to a number of our young people, and which we do not car" 
to repeat. Year after year graduation must mean more aud more the careful, thorough 
completion of our courses of study; it must mean systematic, hard labor. 
EXPENSES 
.:,. 
Board 
.:,. 
IN THE LADIES' HALL 
The Ladies' Hall of the Marshall College State Normal School contains rooms a� 
follows: 
BASEMENT FLOOR-Cellar, laundry, one toilet room, and a furnace room. 
FIRST FLOOR-Double parlors, dining-room, kitchen, buttery, pantry, two matron's 
rooms, servant's room, and two toilet rooms. 
SitC0ND FLOOR-Principal's apartments, (including parlor, library, office, bath-room, 
bed-room, kitchen, pantry, and dining room,) four suites, nine single rooms, one re­
ception hall, and bath-room. 
THIRD Fr,OOR-Four suites, fourteen single rooms, one reception ball, and two 
bath-rooms. Some of the single rooms are large enough to accommodate F0L"R girb 
each. 
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The laundry has hot a11d cold water connections, slate wash-basins, and other 
necessary con,·eniences. This is not simply for the matron, but for the lady stude11ts 
and teachers to whatever extent they may elect to use it. 
Each of the bath-rooms has two pri,·ate compartments with a porcelain finished 
bath-tub. hot and cold water con11ection, and a gas jet in each; besides the bath c-om­
partments, there are two water closets and three marble wash-basins in each bath­
room. 
There are two telephones in the bui:ding, gas and \\ater connections throughout, 
and a very superior system of steam heating, the boilers seldom requiring a steam 
pressure of o,·er two to five pounds to wake the building entirely comfortable. 
A girl is employed in the building whose duty it is to recei,·e and to send phone 
messages, to answer door-hells and to keep the halls, parlors, bathroom 5, etc., clean 
and in order. Everything possible is done to make the life in this building not that of 
dormitory life as it is usually understood, but REAi. HOME LIFE. 
The beautiful and ample grounds, the large veranda, the long ball-ways, the 
spacious parlors, and the beautiful views from the building combined with the health­
fulness of the location, all contribute to the llome like attractions of this pleasant abode 
of teachers and students united in one common family. 
The principal and the teachers, like the students, are boarders, the entire culinary 
department being under the exclusive management of a kind, experienced and refined 
matron, who is responsible for tlle success, financially and otherwise, of her table. 
Who may board in the Hall is decided by Rule XKII. of the State Board of Regents, 
the part of wllich referring to dormitories we append: "The faculty shall have direct 
control and authority over all students boarding in the dormitories connected with the 
Normal Schools, and shall, under 110 circumstances, allow any one except students in 
actual attendance, or teachers, to board nr room at said dormitories." 
In the old buildinz, when the number of boarders was necessarily limited owing to 
lack of boarding facilities, the matron's rates were f,n.oo and $12 oo for table board, 
per month of four weeks; f,r 1.00 if paid in advance, otherwise $12.00. This rate was to 
stand till the number of table boarders reached fifteen, when they were to·be cor­
respondingly lowered to $10.00 and $11.00; $10.00 if paid in adrnnce, if not, $11.00. 
This same rule will obtain for the year 19()0-19:>I. 
Rooms are furnished with bedstead, mattress, wardrobe, dresser, chairs, table, 
light and heat. Students are required to furnish their own bedding, (except the mat­
tress), and their own napkins and towels. Tlle simplest rules of hygiene demand this. 
Room-rent lleretofore, owing to the slight difference in the size and conveniences 
of rooms, has been regularly $1.00 per month of four weeks, per student, two in a room. 
The rates hereafter will range from $r.oo to $2.00, nearly all coming within the f;r.oo to 
!r.25 limits, higher rates applying only to a few large rooms of choice location, and a
few suites.
The principal bas charge of the Normal Hall, and be, with most of tlle teachers, 
• 
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board and ba\·e their rooms in the building. Students and teachers all take their 
meals at the same Lime and at the same tables . 
. -\11 rooms occupied by students are inspected every �,·eek by a committee 01 teach­
ers, with a view to noting the condition in which they are kept, and wheU1er the furni­
ture is properly cared for, the student being held financially responsible for all break­
age or abuse of furniture, lights, etc. All gas jets are furnished with \\'elsbach burners, 
but all breakage of these is refurnished at the expense of the student. 
The laundry is open to all students who wish to do all or a part of their laundry 
work. 
The rules and regulations of the ball are of the simplest character, the object being 
to haYe the life here as nearly as possible that of well regulated home life, surround· 
ed with wholesome restrictions, but freed from exasperating restraints. Selr-go,·crn­
ment to as great an extent as possibly consistent with good order and careful training 
for girls is deemed wise. 
Rackets, balls, net, and carefully graded grounds are at the disposal of the young 
ladies of the Hall whenever they wish to play tennis. 
By the arrangement of the new building erected during the summer vacation, 1899, 
the double doors at the we!>t end of the first floor hall-,,·a,· of the Ladies' I !all 
open direct into the ball way leading to the chapel and scho�lrooms, thus making it 
unnecessary for any of the occupants of the Hall lo go out in the weather to reach tlle 
schooi department; see floor plan on another page. 
Better still: The College Reading Room and library are adjoining the Hall. lo the 
right on entering same, tllus placing the Hall in immediate connection with uolh the 
Reading Ro'lms and the Library of the school, a convenience long wished for, encl 
greatly to be desired from se,·eral standpoints. There is a new piano in the large 
parlor free to all occupants of the Hall. 
Just a few suggestions with regard to boarding in the Hall: Xo father or 
mother who knows anything of the ach·antages of school days spent in a l lall "here 
there are educated teachers, a kindly matron, considerate young ladies, the oversight 
of the principal of the institution whose interest as well as whose business it is to see 
that lacly students are protected and cared for in e,·ery way, the counsel au<l syU1pathy 
of lady teachers who ha,·e only the good of young ladies at heart, safe company into 
the city when they need to go, unselfish addce when they wish to purchase anything 
or make other expenditure, trustworthy escorts to church, and every other convenience 
and protection that can possibly be had in the absence of parents, with all these, we 
repeat, that no father or mother who lo\·es his or her child and would protect her, will 
hesitate a moment in deciding whether she should board among strangers who have 
iittle or no interest in her sa\·e for her money, or at a Ladies' Hall. Among strangers 
she is thrown with whate\·er company the family may ha,•e, be that of the class it may, 
(and we teachers who select boarding places can't always know that), often no special 
interest is taken in her culture, she is classed with the society of those with whom she 
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boards, and when sick, too often recei,·es about the attention that is accorded a soldier 
in camp, or less. How much better to be where teachers will see that she has the best 
of care and alleution when sick, where her culture is macle a matter second not eYen 
to her education, where her company is assured lo be of the better class, and where 
she is among friends. 
\Ve ouly too cheerfully grant that uot all boarding places are such as we mention. 
Not a few families have pro,·en themseh-es as good and kind as they could be to us 
when away from home, and the same can be said of a number of places where our 
students have boarded. But, unfortunately, this is a matter that requires the greatest 
precaution. rt is all well enough to get board at reasonable rates. That is the right 
thing to do; but il is well also to remember that in this respect, as in many others, the 
cheapest CAN he the dearest. 
Young man, and. young woman especially, you can exercise good judgment and 
,conoruy nowhere with better results than in the st:lection of your boarding place. 
Still greater care than ever before will be exercised during the coming year in securing 
boarding places for our students, and we shall be ,·ery cautious where they are located. 
As a protection, as a means of social and educational culture, as security for careful 
attention when sick or needing assistance or advice iu any way, FIRST, LAST, ALI. THE 
TIME, we recommend the Ladies' Hall for lady students unless they ha,·e worthy 
relatives or friends in the city. Even then with many young ladies, and especially 
with the younger class, the Ladies' Hall is the proper place if they would do their best 
work and be free from needless outside interferences and hurtful influences in the way 
of detracting from study interests. 
SPECIAL SUCGESTIOX: Some parents who do not understand fully the extent 
and watchfulness of the care we assume over EVERY young lady who comes to the Hall 
to board, make various special requests of the PRINCIPAL. the MATRON, or some PAR­
TICULAR TEACHER with reference to daughters sent here; such, for example, as this: 
"I place my daughter under the special protection and direction of Miss A., l\lr. R., 
Prof. C., the matron, or the principal." This means to the daughter that for permission 
to go to town or elsewhere, or to do this or that, she must go to the one who bas SPECIAL 
directions in the case. The permission asked may be, for example, to attend some 
meeting of some kind in the city or receive company on a special e,·ening. Permission 
may be gi,·en, while it was denied all the other girls in the building by the 
regular one of the faculty appointed to look after this line of privileges; or it may be 
denied, and at the same time given all the other girls. Either way would mean hard 
feelings somewhere. Certain members of the faculty are appointed, sometimes singly, 
sometimes in committees of two or more, to look after each class of duties that de,·oh-e 
upon us as a faculty, to care in every way for the lady boarders. If at any time any 
doubt is felt as to the propriety of giving some privilege, the principal is consulted 
before granting it. By this arrangement duties are classified and there is no o,·er-
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lapping of authority which would lead to granting some girls a privilege not granted 
all. 
It is all well to name some particular member of the faculty lo act as financial ad­
viser to a student, or to receive monies intended for her, and issue as per direction 
given by parent; we are glad lo do these and similar things. Bttt any considerate 
parent can at once see the impropriety of requesting all permissions granted a ,laugh­
ter lo come from any particular source. Girls sent here must come under the )!encral 
regulations: special permissions may be gi\'en by the parent, but it must be left to the 
faculty whether these permissions are granted. One parent, for example, on recei,·ing 
a letter from a daughter asking permission to \"isit a certain home in the city whene\'er 
im·ited, sends written statement to the principal to let her go. The daughter thinks it 
a first class home and so describes it; we know it quite otherwise and know it NOT the 
place for the daughter to go. It is easy to see whose judgment would be better in 
this case. In another instance word comes from a father to let his daughter nttcud 
theatre when she ";shes. (.-\. remarkable permission from a sensible man!) Tia rl' are 
certain rules and regulations which must be enforced in all boarding halls to insure 
careful work and uninterrupted study. For example, we deem it well to let No kind 
of party, caller. or other means of diversion, break in upon the work of the week. un­
less il be a very special case. So, hereafter, let every parent understand th.it. the 
moment his daughter enters the Hall she must come under the general regulnt1011s; 
that NO special permissions will be granted which, in the judgment of the faculty, are 
not for the good of the girl; lhal permission must be gi\'en by the proper authonty­
those appointed by the principal to grant perwissious,-and not by special persons 
named by the parent. This reduces the possibility of friction in go\'ernme11t to the 
minimum, and insures no conflict with study or other duties. Our regulations are of 
the very SDI Pl.EST k.ind consistent with order and system. There are NO exasperating 
restraints, or severe requirements; only those things do we require which any well· 
regulated ho::ae would require. How well we have succeded is sbom1 by the following: 
This Hall for ladies was built in 1898. rt was thought that it would meet our 
needs for at least ten years. Every room in the ball was filled in the spring of 1CJOO, 
e,·en the room set apart as the sick-room having been occupied. Parents from all o,·er 
the state are learning that their daughters are cared for here as diligently as they are 
at home,-much better than in many homes be it said to the poor management of 
those homes that here is a large, roomy, healthful, comfortable home for girls where 
they may get board at minimum rates and enjoy all the blessings of home life in addi­
tion to the exceptional advantages of school, library, religious, social and other means 
of culture; that the association here is an education iu itself; that girls arelprotected 
in every way possible; that, with all the faculty including four lady teachers, the 
matron, and the wives of two mole members of the faculty, here to assist the principal 
in the administration of the affairs of this large school household, opportu11itil.'s not 
xcelled anywhere in the state are offered to all who come to study. 
GIR/,'S RDOJl/-l,A/Jff:'S' HALI, 
DOUBLE PARLORS-LADIES' //ALL 
DINING R00,11-LADIES' HALL-AF FER DIN ER 
DINING ROOM-LADIES' HALL-AT DINNER 
n 
I 
Parents, where can you send your daughters to find equal facilities, comforts, ad­
vantages of culture, protection, conveniences, and sympathy from those to whom en­
trusted, for so small an outlay? We ask you lo consider this. II you can, come and 
see for yourselves. If you ca.nnot come you are most welcome to address any mature 
lady who bas boarded in the Hall, for her opinions of the advantages. Among the 
maturer ladies for the past year were: Anna Smith, St. Marys, W. Va., Anna Lederer, 
Letart, \V. Va., Florence Smith, Hinton, W. Va., Mollie Clark, Fairfax, W. Va., Hassie 
Strain, Greenville, Va., and Bessie Miller, Kenova, W. Va. The opinion of any of 
these would be unbiased and reliable. 
IN THE CITY 
TEX TO TWELVE DOLLARS per month of four weeks is the rate usually paid for 
board in private families. This includes table board, furnished room, light and fuel, 
but NOT laundry. A list of the families that will receive student boarders, together 
with their preference as to sex, the number they will take, and the rate per mo1Jtb, is 
kept in the office of the principal. It is well therefore for those sfudents who are not 
acquainted in the city, to report to lhe principal on their arrival and secure this list. 
If they are young and inexperienced, the principal or a teacher is always ready to assist 
them in finding suitable boarding, and assistance from some one is always at the service 
of new students for this purpose. 
SELF-BOARD 
Se,·eral of our best students have adopted the plan of boarding themselves. The 
method of procedure consists in renting oue or more rooms with a private family hav­
ing all or a portion of their eatables sent from home, providing themselves with stove 
and doing their own cooking. ·rn some cases bare rooms are rented and furnished by 
the student, be bringing his bedding and other articles from home, and renting or 
buying cheap furniture. In other cases one furnished room for study and bed room 
is rented and one vacant one for cooking, etc. In some cases, where there are good 
house keepers, one furnished room has sufficed. Boarding in this way is reduced to 
from $4.00 to $9.00 per month, including e\"erything, the amount varying according to 
the proportion of eatables brought or sent from home, and the number of delicacies 
the student may elect to ha\'e. 
Rooms can be had for ,;-ery reasonable rates, and even houses can be bad. There 
is no reason why brothers and sisters of the same family, or neighbor girls with their 
brothers, should not rent an entire house, or flat, or half house (one section of a double 
house), purchase cheap furniture, bring bedding and almost all their eatables from 
home, and live at a rate not lo exceed J,5.00 to $8.oo per month including rent, AXD 
L� NICELY. Sisters or lady friends could rent flats or suites with a family and do 
likewise. Small houses of four or fi,e rooms can be had for $4.00 to f,6.oo per month, 
and those of six to ten rooms for $8.oo to $12.00 per month. Huntington perhaps offers 
better facilities for self-board than any other city or town in the State. Youug ladies 
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and gentlemen anxious to attend school, who will but consider for what amount they 
may spend a year at this Normal, certainly will delay the matter no longer. "What 
class of students clo this ?11 \Ve ha\'e said abo,·e, "some of our best;" and we now acid 
xoNi-: of our poor ones, for only GOOD students are resourceful enough, and energetic 
enough, to cut loose from dependence on somebody else's purse and find a way of n1�;1R 
owx by which they may secure an education. \\"e clo not say that ALL good students ilo 
this; for many are so situated that it does not seem to them necessary; but we are sure 
that an effort of this kinrl will be an in,·aluable drill in domestic economy to any young 
man or woman, and we ha,·e a peculiar admiration for, and interest in. tho,e who 
show their worth to the extent that they \\'ILL EDl'C.\TE themsel\'s IF THEY 11.\\'E TO 
DO IT TnEMSEl,\'ES. 
Correspondence with young men and women, and with parents and guardian," ith 
reference to boPrd in any style they may prefer is cordially i1n·ited, and will be prompt· 
ly attended to. 
CLUB BOARD 
Club Board on something of a new plan is being considered at this wr1t111g. 
Should any one prefer board of this kind, which is not only the cheapest. but, as well, 
the most popular for young men in college towns, we shall be pleased to correspond 
with him. Rooms in Huntington can be had cheaper than in any other to\\ n of any 
size in the State. Furnished rooms rate from $-1.00 to $5 oo per month. If two occupy 
one room, this means only $2.00 to $2.50 per month each. 
Text Books 
It was decided, owing to the demand for second-hand books, lo open a book store 
in the college during the past session. By this arrangement students who wish to sell 
their books after ha,·ing completed them may do so al a reasonable rate, to the mana­
ger of the book-store, who holds them for the coming year to accommodate those "ho 
prefer second band books, the rate seldom bt:ing one-half the cost of a new book. 
Xew books are kept on sale also, and at rates lower than can be gotten other place,. 
We buy new books al wholesale rates, add only the cost of freight and handling, and 
make quite a saving to the students. The cost of text books for an entire year depends 
on two things: rsl, Whether the student use new or second-hand books. 2111I, In 
what year of the course his studies cowe. The total amount in no case should e,c­
ceerl $7.00 or f,S.oo, and vary from this to f.2.00 or $3.00. 
School Fees 
Those who hold appointments or who will secure them-see pages 27 and 21'-PA ,. 
:-.o Tl'ITION. Their only fee is $1.50 per term; this is called the Incidental Fee; it is pay· 
able by terms, must he paid for one term on entering (always in advance) and is ne\'er 
refunded. It is turned o,·er to the State Board of Regents who use it as seems best, 
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for the good of the State Normal Schools. For the three terms-fall, winter, and 
spring, this fee is only $4.50. Of course if a student is in school but ONE term, his fee 
is only $L.'iO, If TWO terms it is f,3.00. Students from other states pay the Inci­
dental Fee and $2.00 per month additional, which makes their expenses f,7.50 per term, 
or f,22.50 for a full year. 
The State Normal Schools of West Virginia are among the most economic for 
students, of all the schools of the t:nited States outside of the public schools. 
Laundry 
This varies from $1.50 per month down to lhe lowest figures at all consistent with 
assurances of clean and well starched linen. In the Ladies Hall the figures may be 
reduced to a minimum. Young men pay from 7 5c to 11.00 as a rnle. 
Annual Expenses 
Board as per different plans named........ . ............ .. . .... f50.oo to ji120.o  
Laundry. .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . ................. $ 5.00 to f, 1 5.00 
Text Books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. f, 2.00 to f, 8.o  
Incidental Fees . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .............. . f, 4.50 to f, 4.50 
Totals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ..... ...... .... $61.50 to $147.50 
For students coming from other states add f,18 for tuition to the above totals. 
INSTRUCTION 
.JI. 
Natural Science 
Three rooms-a lecture room with plenty of hlack-board, well lighted and seated, 
and furnished with a pneumatic trough with both water and gas connections, a blind 
room adjoining the lecture room and connected by a door, and a laboratory proper, 
large and well lighted and also connected with the lecture room by a door, are set apart 
for the work in natural science. To these we propose to add a room to be used solely 
for a museum. A day has beeu set apart within the session of I9()0-'01 to devote to the 
work of furnishing this, the plan of doing it yet to be arranged. \Ve realize fully that 
a school in a state as rich in natural resources. as West Virginia must not be found 
wanting in the line of natural science conveniences and interest, hence the work to be 
inaugurated this year. ' 
PHYSIOLOGY 
The spring term is given to this subject. The laboratory conveniences are appro­
priated to as liberal extent as possible. Some special lectures will also be given to the 
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senior class hereafter, the regular work of physiology coming in the preparatory 
course. Text book used,-O,·RRTON. 
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 
The fourteen and a half weeks of the Fall term are gi,·en to this subject-First reg­
ular year of the course. Here also laboratory and board work for illustration an: 
liberally resorted to. Text. -DA,·1s. 
ASTRONOMY 
The twel\'e weeks of the \¥inter term of the Second year, normal course, are gi,·eu 
to this subject. By means of apparatus and original drawings this has been made a 
very valuable addition to our course of work. Text,-You:s-G's ELE�1E-:Ts. 
ZOOLOGY 
The Spriug lenn of the Second year, normal course, is set apart for this subject, 
this being the more opportune time for procuring live specimens. The work is made 
rather rigid, original research and investigation, including the preparation of specimen� 
in alcohol a1\d the mounting of skeletons, constituting an indispensable feature. Quite 
an amount of illustration and laboratory work is required. The subject is quite well 
presented. Texl,-Hor,DER. 
PHYSICS 
The Fall and Winter terms of the Third year, both normal and academic course,, 
are given to this subject, and the work is made as thorough and practical as possible. 
The laboratory plays a very important part here. Board work is emphasized as an im­
portant feature also, especially for fixing the details of apparatus as well as for the 
value in drawing. The problems of course must be solved, these including many 
origiual ones. Texl,-.\\'ER\''S ELEMENTS. 
CHEMISTRY 
This subject follows physics co,·ering the Spring term of the Third year. normal 
course. Il is elective with geology, the studeut being allowed to choose, prodded 
enough choose both subjects to justify the organization of the two classes; otherwise, 
the subject elected by the majority is taken up. The work in chemistry is done on 
the same general plan as that of physics and the same requirements as to the extent of 
laboratory work are wade. Gas and water connections in the lecture room, a large. 
graduated (as to depth) and very convenient pneumatic trough, a blind room, and a 
fair supply of apparatus in the laboratory makes the work in this subject Yery interest­
ing and quite valuable. In addition to h1organic chemistry, the more practical phases
of organic chemistry are takeu up and the student is made familiar with this branch of 
the subject also. Text,-ST0RER A)>ID LINDSEY. 
GEOLOGY 
As stated abo,·e, this work is made electh·e with chemistry, and on conditions 
( 
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named abo,·e, co,·ering the Spring term of the Third year of the normal course. In 
\Vest Virginia, one of the states of the union in which this subject can be made 
b oth very practical and ,·ery valuable to her citizens, geology, we belie,·e, should re­
ceive m uch more attention in a normal school than it does. It is for this reason par­
ticularly that we have decided to give special attention to the building up of this de­
partment at once. 
With tile material and conveniences already arranged for, we feel that this subject 
will here aner recei,·e its due proportion of attention. Larger cabinets for specimens 
to illustrate the work will be pro,·ided, and smaller collections, unlabeled, for identifi­
cation in class, just as in zoology and botany, will be prodded also. The collections 
iu zoology and geology will be selecte<i with the greatest care, and only after consulta­
tion with the best authority. Just so with the ,olumes of the natural science library 
we are selecting. A trip to the Cauuel coal field of Kentucky and the gorges of the 
Big Sandy is one of the interesting features of the work. Other trips are to be made 
in the spring of 1901, this part of the state being especially rich in opportunities of this 
kind. Text,-LE CONTE. 
BOTANY 
This, we feel, has been one of the most successfully taught subjects in our entire 
course. The Spring term, Third year, normal and academic courses, is devoted to it, and 
the teacher, instead of sending Iler class for flowers, makes all excursions with them, 
much to their benefit in more ways than one. Fihy specimens (not analyzed in class) of 
wild flowers is the minimum number required for the herbarium of each member of 
the class. These must be carefully selected, carefully pressed showing foliage, flower 
and root, aud carefully aud neatly mountt:d on hea,·y card board purchased especially 
for this purpose. The cllaracter and neatness of the work in tllis respect we have 
never seeu excelled in any institution. Text,-\\'00D. 
\Ve deem it unnecessary to give a list of tile reference books used in our science 
courses, the number given last year having been increased by the addition of some of 
the best texts published. This part of our library work is now recei,·ing special at­
tention. On every subject the excellent list published in our catalogue last year has 
been materially enriched. 
Civics 
CONSTITUTIONS-UNITED ST A TES AND ST A TE 
Three mouths is gi,·en to these subjects, the Fall term of the Third year of the 
normal course. The former is studied iu the light of the English constitution and 
other European forms of go,·ernment, especially the Dutch, in order the better to un­
derstand its origin. It is also studied in the light of English politics in the I 7th and 
18th centuries, and in the light ofEuglish diplomacy it1 her relations to other European 
nations in those periods, the better to understand English politics and English policies. 
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It is studied in the light of American public sentiment as effected by local causes and 
by European influences. It is studied, finally, in detail, as a compromise product, the 
various views advanced in the make-up of the several compromises and the si1-:nifi­
cance of these individual views both with reference to the character of the author and 
the political phases our system would naturally have to avoid on the one hand and 
have to meet on the other-in short, it is studied as a masterpiece made up of pieces 
from many masters in governmental science. 
The latter-the State Constitution-is studi�d first in the light of the Federal Con­
stitution, secondly, in the light of political conditions existing at the time ot its forma­
tion, and thirdly in the light of other state constitutions. 
Comp&rati\-e government is made the one essential feature of study in order to 
fully understand our own, and special features are accounted for on the authority of 
leading opinions plus the original judgment ot the several members of the class which 
is always sought first. Having spent three months in a somewhat hurried study of 
these two fundamental subjects in Civics we take up for the winter term the second 
division of the subject. Texts used, various. 
CIVIL GOVERNMENT 
This is made as practical as possible, though much work of a comparative nature is 
found both valuable and interesting. The operations of the state and national govern­
ments are carefully studied in the lizbt of subjects considered during the preceding 
term, and details are developed to the extent of considering some acts of legislation. 
Constitutions of different slates and countries are kept for reference here as well as in 
the work of the preceding term. State systems and urnmcipal systems are compared 
and studied in detail from the lowest office up, thus showing the harmony of the 
various parts-and some ruoustrosities. The Winter term of the normal course is given 
to this subject. Text,-WILLOUGHB\'. 
ECONOMICS 
The study of F.conomics is an extensive one, requiring much time to go fully into 
the science an<l to develop t!ach particular branch of the subject. 
The time allotted the study being so short-Two TER�B-the Fall and the \Yinter 
terms of the Fourth year, normal course, we ha\·e endea\·ored to conden$e as much as 
possible in order to briefly cover the whole field of work. We do not confine ourselves 
t!l the use of a si11gle text, but introduce a great deal of reference work valuable in a 
normal course. Each year the study grows more interesting, more popular with the 
class, ;md the work done is more thorough and practical. The documentary library is 
an invaluable addition to the reference work required, and is eagerly sought for. lt 
is not saying too much to add that this is one of the most vigorously pursued branches 
of work in our course. Text,-LAUCHLI::-.. 
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Ethics 
Three wonths,-the term following the two dernted to Economic,,,-are gi,·en to 
this subject, the Spring term, Fourth year, normal course. 
Right, justice, equity. goodness, aud other ethical principles are treated from the 
-civic rather than from the religious point of view. The Platonian idea of de,·eloping 
and training for citizenship in a Republic is made the central thought, ethics being a 
-ci\"ic and not a religious study. It thus becomes a valuable contribution to the fi,·e­
term course in Cinc,,, and admirably sen·es its purpose as the conclusion of this course. 
Text,-R \'l,A:NO. 
English 
HIGHER LESSONS 
The entire First year, normal and academic courses, is given to this subject. \\'hile 
diagraming is one feature of the work, the study is intended more as a grammar of the 
English language, made as practical as possible. Hereafter more of the time than ever 
before will be gh·en to the study in the form of composition, at least one day in the 
week being set apart exclusi,·ely for this. The ability to recognize good English and 
to use it in speech and in writing is the sole object of the work of this year Text.­
REED & KELl,OGG's HIGHER LEsso:-.s. 
RHETORIC 
One full year is gi,·en to this subject, the Second year of both courses. Practice, 
not theory, is the chief aiw of the instructor. Accordingly, rhetoric is studied not by 
committing definitions to memory alone, but chiefly by making applications of tbe 
principles to English. Figures of speech are sought not only in the examples iu the 
text but in poetry and prose iu the body of composition, Xot a little of practice work 
in identifying figures found in short clippings placed in the text where the student 
knows from the couuection that a certain figure is to be illustrated becomes compara­
tively valueless. Our method of doing most of this work by requiring students to take 
the complete poem or prose selection and identify the ,·arious figures seems to us the 
more valuable because the more practical. Rhetoric is taught, in brief, as a means to 
an end and not as an end within itself, the object being preparatory work to tbe study 
of English in all forms of composition and expression. Text,-D. J. Iln.r .. 
LITERATURE 
A year is given to this subj<!ct. Here, again, the text book is made but the sug­
-gesti,·e unit in the make-up of tbe book list which the student is required to use. 
J,iterature is taught as literature in the broader acceptation of that term, and not sim­
ply as biography. It seems to us that what the writer has produced and not so much 
who be was, where and when he died and was born, and where, under what circum­
stances, and when !Je wrote his various producti'.>ns, is the chief thing with which the 
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youth should be concerned. We do not discount the ,·alue of a biographical study of 
the author; logically, chronologically, and psychologically ; this is actually essential in 
the study of his writings, and certainly so in the interpretation of them. Biography is 
studied as the illustratory element, the search-light in the proper interpretation of a 
writer's thoughts as expressed in his written productions; but the productions them­
seh-es, and not the author, are the materials with which the class is expected to havt 
to do. Epics, lyrics, dramas, etc., are stu,lied as wholes, not from a few clippings. 
Only in this way have we found it possible to arouse the proper enthusiasm and realize 
desired results. Texts.-English Literature-PAI:-'TER; ..\merican�l-IA\\"THORNF. a111l 
LE:110:s-. 
SENIOR. YEAR ENGLISH 
The work of this year is chiefly along review lines, having reference especially to 
those phases of the subject that are most likely to constitute the body of the work to 
be required of the graduate after entering upon his duties as teacher; such are, careful 
obsen·ation of the forms of speech used in conversation, study of the simpler and more 
frequently misused words, reviews of those portions of grammar in which the class 
deem themselves most deficient, study of the forms of English used by children as to 
their force, brevity, accuracy, or inaccuracy,-the forms of speech in which children 
think and express their thoughts, therefore a study of "child langu:ige" as an essen­
tial part of "child study." To this is added, word analysis and careful training in 
English composition and test spelling. It is proposed to make this distinctively a year 
of '"teachers" training work in English. Text,-:-;o SPF.CJAL o:-.E:. 
Historv 
UNJTED ST A TES 
This subject covers the Fall and Winter terms of the Preparatory year. hoth 
courses; the re,•iew work for teachers covers the Spring term of the year. Text,­
BAR:SES. 
GENERAL HISTORY 
Two terms, the Fall and the Winter terms of the First year, have been set apart 
for this work. 1 n addition a review class for teachers covers the Spring term. Text,­
BARNF.S. 
ENGLISH HISTORY 
This covers the Spring Term of the normal course, First year, following General 
History, the two making the full year's work. Text,-:\lo:,,Tc0llF.RY. 
GRECIAN HISTORY 
To this subject we 1,•-h-e the Fall term, Second year, normal course, following 
English History of the Spring term of the previous year. Ted,-BOTSf'ORD. 
I/ON. S. JI. HOWJIIAN 
Re-ceutly appointed RCJZl't1l of lhC' NonnRI 'chor1I:, 
trom Ltu: :-ie<.."Ood C..:ongre:&�io11ul Uu,lricl. 
LJR. A. L. PURINTVN 
(See page M) 
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ROMAN HISTORY 
The Winter term, Second year, normal course, following Grecian History, is the 
place assigned this subject. Text,--ALLF.N. 
Not dates merely, nor bare facts, but dates as related to important periods of 
time, and facts correlaterl and serving as explanations in causes and, resuits; not men, 
measures, nor great events simply, but these as an integral part of a logical whole, 
each presented and comprehended in its true significance in the make-up of history; 
not history in so many slices cul out of the great historic past, each independent and 
unrelated, but each as a part ot the "all" of history; an effort lo so extend the horizon, 
and enlarge the perspecti\·e of the student that he may grasp facts, events, times, men, 
measures, states and nations as correlated and interdependent elements in the forma­
tion of a properly connected, systematic whole; these are the things at which we aim, 
without which history is but the child's play house, only with Joss of meaning and of 
interest, hence sooner forgotten and better so. 
Modern Languaj,?'t 
FRENCH 
This study is confined to the academic course: As a compulsory alternate with 
another language-Latin-it covers a period of two years, First and Second years, 
Drawing taking its place the Third year. 
Careful attention is given to pronunciation, and accuracy and choiceness of words 
in translation. The instructor has traveled in Europe and spent some time in Paris 
with a view to improving her pronunciation. We feel that work in this language is 
quite well done, and we bnt voice the comments of capable critics who have visited the 
class when thns expressing ourselves. 
The course is meant to cover the same ground covered by the corresponding time 
at the State Uni\·ersity. Drills on the irregular verbs is one feature of the work that 
recei\·es due consideration. Composition and conversation receive due attention in 
class work. Tex:t, First year,-CooK'S OTTO. 
For the Second year's work the classics are read, the teacher selecting as seems 
best suited for each class, from year to year. The instructor has not only traveled in 
France and other parts of Europe, but keeps up her studies each year in this subject, in 
her summer courses at Chicago University. 
GERMAN 
As a compulsory altern_ate with Greek this subject covers a period of two years 
a?ld belongs only to the academic course. Here again pronunciation receives its 
liberal share of attention, the result of some practical experience in the nrcessity of 
this feature of the work if we would speak the language. 
Class work with us begins with the words and we pass at once to the sentence, 
taking this as the unit. Conversational German is learned accurately and rapidly not 
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by words but by sentences; and belie,·ing that entirely too little attention is pai<l lo 
other living languages from a conversational standpoint, in our schools, the drill in 
conversation is begun with the first lesson. Frequent and careful drills on the um­
lauted vowel sounds, the guttural tones, and the nuwerou� forms of accent peculiar to 
the German language both iu letters and in combinations, are given our students. 
Both instructors have traveled in Germany and one of thew has studied in the 
German universities. Text, first year,-C0oK'S OTTO. 
As in French, reading is begun not later than at the end of six months, 811(1 
sometimes earlier. depending on the class. As in the French work, the reading ,·aries 
from year to year, we deeming it best to ha,·e some variety in this part of the course . 
.Q6Y-German ancl French receive no secondary consideration in our school. The 
classes are well patronized and no pains are spared to make the study of these lan­
guages what the study of a modern language should mean,-an effort to make it of prac­
cal benefit in business and in travel, and this means not simply ability to read it at 
sight but ability to understaud it when spoken to in the language, and to make one's 
self understood in it. 
Anci«:nt Languag«:s 
LATIN 
The nonnal course requires two years of Latin; the academic, three years-the 
same as that of the Preparatory course of the State l'niversity. 
FIRST YEAR: Smiley and Storke's "First Year in Latin" is used during the first 
and second terms. During the third term some easy Latin is read and Caesar is com­
menced, and with soUte classes Caesar is taken up immediately after dropping tile 
Beginuers's book. 
SECOND YEAR: The first and second terms are devoted to the study of Caesar. 
The third term is given to the study of Cicero's Orations. 
THLRO YEAR: During the fiut term the study of Cicero is continued. Durin!{ 
the second and third ttrms Books I. to IV. ol Virgil are read. 
Normal students desiring lo read Virgil may substitute one term's work in \
°irgil 
for the second term of Caesar . 
No particular text on Latin grammar is required, though the use of "Allen & 
Greenough" is more extensi,·e than that of any other. Construction is made a special 
feature from the first, and composition is required of the third year students. :Maps 
are regarded as a necessity, and mnp reproduction on the board with the Latin term� 
of explanation are liberally used to illustrate and impress the meaning of much that 
would otherwise be obscure. Kot how much we read but how we read it, is taken as 
the standard in grading. The map-drawing to illustrate plans of battle-fields has been 
found a most excellent aid in the study of Caesar, e,·en when the printed m3p is before 
• the class. 
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A complete set of wail maps put up in harJ wood cases and costing $185.00 was 
purchased lately for the benefit of the ancient language and history classes. 
The first two years of the Latin of the academi<: course may be substituted with 
French, and the third year with Drawing, depending upon the course of higher study 
the student wishes to pursue; or, if he does not expect to enter upon the work of an 
ad\'anced course, then it depends upon the natural talent of the student and the judg­
ment of the principal. The TWO YEARS of Latin in the normal course, unlike those of 
the academic cannot be substituted with anything, but are compulsory with every 
normal student, that is, every one taking the regular normal course. 
e--rhe head instructor in Latin has made this a specialty, having spent every 
summer since taking charge of the work, in doing post gnduate work along tbi� line, 
and will continue her work this summer in one of the large universities of the east. 
The assistant instructor in Latin has not only taken his degree but has the special 
ad"antage of having spent some time in Rome adding to his stock of knowledge on the 
historic side of the study. 
GREEK 
This study is confined exclusively to the academic course, covers a period of Two 
YEARS, and mav be substituted with Germm, upon the same conditions that the Latin 
of this course may be substituted with French and Drawing. See last section under 
Latin. 
In the first year of the work in Greek "White's First Greek Book" is used for the 
first two terms. Special stress is laid upon accent, the graphic and the tonic being made 
to coincide, and much vocal practice is required in the careful accentuation of every 
word, thus showing the recessive effect in paroxytones and proparoxytoues in declen­
sions and in conjugations. Pains are taken to show that the graphic accent is not the 
bugbear to the study of Greek that it is usually regarded. Carefulness not to omit any­
thing of the drill required to m1.ke the study of Greek both interesting and successful, 
interesting because successful, and vice VERSA, is studiously observed. The vowel 
sounds, long and short, the dipthougs, double consonants, accent, declension, conjuga­
tion, contractions. enclitics and proclitics, c:mstruction, and words, WORDS, WOR OS, 
that the student may acquire a workable vocabulary, all these and all else deemed 
essential to make the study of this languag:! a pleasurable pursuit euter into the work 
of the class. The result of this is, that those who take our course aurl pass our ex­
aminations in Greek have no trouble in taking advanced standing wherever they go. 
The Anabasis is taken up the third term of the first year of the study and continued 
into the second year, followed by the Iliad or Herodotus. 
The head instructor in this language has taken pains to carefully prepare him­
self for the work in both institutions from which he was graduated. 
•
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Mathematics 
'l'he course in Mathematics covers FOUR YEARS including the Preparatory year, 
and is especially adapted to the needs of the teachers coming under instruction. 
This being distinctively a normal school, the endeavor is, at all times, to keep 
prominent the method of instruction. 
It is the aim of the teacher to present the science of mathematics in its true light­
to show that the designed object of the study is the acquisition of greater mental 
power, the development of the reasoning faculties-that the important considerations 
are not the mere knowledge of principles and proficiency in the skillful manipulation 
of numbers or quantities, but the application of these sound principles and the recogni­
tion of them in all new combinations. 
WRITTEN, OR PRACTICAL, ARITHMETIC 
This covers the entire Preparatory year and is made as practical as possible, and as 
free as possible from mere perfunctory problem-soldng and superficial answer-geltin;r 
-the bane of sound mathematical training. Rapid work in the application of princi­
ples and in calculations is encouraged, and the student is expected to know, and know 
thoroughly, the multiplication table up to and including the 25's, and be able to c!i,·itle 
rapidly by short di\·ision as high as the "25" divisor. Text used-1\In,xE's AD\0AXCED
ARI'rHMETIC. 
MENTAL ARITHMETIC 
This is taken up at the beginning of the First year of the regular course, normal 
and academic, and students who do not show a familiarity with the subject. even 
though beyond it in the course, are expected to go back and take this subject. It is 
continued during the fourteen and a half weeks of the fall term and is followe1l by 
Algebra. Text,-BROOKS. 
ALGEBRA 
This ts taken up at the opening of the Winter term and continued during the \\'in­
ter aud Spring terms of the First year, and during the Fall and Winter terms of the 
Second year, FOUR terms iu all. Text used-1\ITLNE'S HIGH SCHOOL. 
GEOMETRY 
This study is begun at the opening of the Spring term, Second year, and continued 
during this term and the Fall and Winter terms of the Third year, including PLA:-.E 
and sor.rn geometry. Practical and mental arithmetic, algebra, aucl geometry are 
compulsory in both courses. Text used in geomelry-?IIILNI-�. 
TRIGONOMETRY 
This branch of study in mathematics follows geometry only in the normal course, 
aud cover the Spring term of the Third year. Text-CROCKETT. 
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Professional Work 
THEORY AND PRACTICE 
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l\lore attention is gfren to Practice than to Theory during the term dernted to 
this subject, the Spring term, normal course, Third year. While the latter is carefully 
studied as forming a scientific basis from which the student can intelligently criticise in 
the practice work, care is taken to prevent bis using this solely as his basis of criticism; 
in addition to this be is required to use bis common sense both in the study of Theory 
and in i ts application; all of either and none of the other is almost as fatal to good re­
sults as none of either. The time given to each depends very largely upon the class. 
Observations are made upon class work in the school, hut more especially •in the grade 
work of public schools to which frequent visits are made. Text,-PAGE. 
tilSTORY OF EDUCATION 
Two terms are devoted to this study, Fall and Winter, normal course, Fourth year, 
and the work is somewhat heavy owing to the amount we deem it well to do under 
this bead. Effort is made to cover the ground indicated by the subject as thoroughly 
as possible, and discussions upon the value of each contributor's part to the History 
,of Education is encouraged. Considerable attention is giveu to the biographical phase 
-of the subject; especially is each member of the class supposed to develop a clear per­
spective, chronologically and philosophically, of the entire field. Some of the work is 
done by lecture, a departure which can be made valuable lo the class in more ways 
than one, if judiciously done. Text,-Co:urAYRE. 
PEDAGOGY 
The Spring term following the work in the History of Education, normal course, 
Eourtb year, is given to Pedagogy. Here again practice constitutes the body of the work; 
practice including both actual work ,�;t11 children of different grades in the course 
,of the public school curriculum, and critical obsen·ation on the work of other members 
of the class, that of the teachers whose rooms are ,·isited, and upon the work of the 
.regular teacher of this department. "Courses of study" is made a subject worthy oft he 
most careful attention of the class; courses of study, not merely from the standpoint of 
correlation, sequence, and the relath·e importance of each subject, but with reference 
as well to the proper sphere of schools of the various grades from the secondary school 
-down, especially the high school, the work each should do, and the measure of inde­
pendence allowed each. In our stale these phases of the subject are open to discussion,
on,i adjustment is greatly lo be desired; particularly can this be said ofllie high school. 
"While these questions receive careful attention, of course Pedagogy in its more limited 
sense,-its application lo the work of the teacher as such-has its shore of attention 
also. Frequent exercise in conducting class work in the common school branches is
required.
Perhaps the nuclei of 110 other special, or departmental libraries, ba\·e receh·ed so 
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much attention as that of the work in the three subjects named abt)\'e, English an,I 
History excepted. Text-BO\'ER. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
To this subject the Fall and Winter terms, normal course, Fourth year, are gi\'en. 
It is perhaps proper to say at the outset that Ulis is <listincti\'ely the subject of our 
choice in the entire course, hence it were better to be unduly brief rather than too full 
in this outline. [The writer.] 
Halleck is used as the regular text, and we regard him entirely safe for younger 
people, conser\'ati\'e enough on the one hand for the conser\'ative, and modern enough 
on the other to satisfy any safe teacher of youth. 
Class work is composed almost exclusively of lectures and quizzes, the aim being 
not so much to have the student feel wheii' he goes out that he "knows psychology," as 
to ha\'e him feel that he does NOT "know psychology," but knows merely the \'iews of 
some of the leading psychologists of the world as to what the subject attempts to ex­
plain, its bearings upon educational work, its \'alue as a thought provoker; indeed, the 
chief educational value we aim to gi\'e this subject in the normal work is its effect ia 
stimulating young people who are to go out and teach the youth to think, to think 
within themselves-simply TO THINK, independently, originally, logically, and below 
the surface of ordinary thought. To send out a class who feel that they know, because 
they can define exactly, what the terms intellect, sensibility, will, mine!, soul, ego, 
memory, etc., are, as we ha\'e so often seen done, would not only be deluding them, 
decei,·ing the less critical part of the public, and robbing the study of its chief value, 
but would seriously compromise our own sense of truth, and subject the instructor to 
the se\'erest criticism of men and women who KNOW something of the inexactness of 
this science. Ht:reafter the work will be dfrided as follows; Psychology in its rela­
tions to study and teaching, and p,ychology in its relation to other sciences, especially 
philosophy, metaphysics, anthropology, etc. These divisions are subdi\;ded so as to 
present a complete outline of the subject in its relation to all other lines of study. 
Original work in keeping with the age and experience of the student is required, and 
the lectures are illustrated by means of experiments as fully as possible. 
LOGIC 
The Spring term of the Fourth year, normal course, is given to this subject. Its 
value to young people interested in literary work in connection with the school is at 
once e,·ident in their debates. orations, and other efforts in composition and discussion. 
Its value as a part of our work in mental training independent of any tangible results 
cannot but be most wholesome, and always in fa\'or of conservatism in expression and 
ju<lgment•forming. Text,-OA\'IS. 
TEACHERS' TRAINING WORK. 
The senior year of the Normal Course has been limited to three foll studies in 
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-order that a full year might be devoted to regular Training Work. in the elemen­
tary branches. The work. may be briefly outlined as follows: 
1. The studies deemed advisable to include in the review work of the year after
-considering the particular needs of the class will be arranged in the order deemed best, 
-each subject will bP. divided into topics, each topic outlined in detail, and the time will 
be assigned accordingly. 
2. The subjects that are sure to be included, with still others, possibly, are read­
ing, orthography, composition, grammar, arithmetic, penmanship, physiology, t:nited 
States history and geography. 
3. This work will be assigned the instructor deemed best suited for it and he will
take entire charge. 
4. The work will include frequent exercises in teaching the members of the class,
-occasional teaching exercises by the instructor, kindly but careful and close criticisms, 
teaching exercises to children of different grades, visits to grade rooms and mixed 
rooms at various points in and around Huntington including several towns where the 
schools are regarded quite good, and finally, special attention to the work of a few 
teachers in public schools who are accepted as skilled in their work. Such, in brief, is 
.an outline of what will be done under this head within the year 19()0-01. 
Book.keeping- and Penmanship 
BOOKKEEPING. 
The Spring term, First year, academic course is given to this subject. Mr. Proffitt, 
principal of Marshall Business College connected with this Normal School, bas charge 
of this work. Both professionally and practically be is a business man, having inter­
-ests in a business firm in connection with which theories are reduced to practice. He 
has been thoroughly trained for his work, and, with bis vice-principal gives the work. 
in this subject in au exceptionally satisfactory way. 
PENMANSHIP 
Mr. Ripley, ,·ice-principal of l\Iarshall Business College, a penman of rare skill, 
-gives the instruction in this subject, usually covering the same term as bookkeeping. 
It will, therefore, be observed that these subjects are not taught by novices, but by 
trained, skilled men who make this their business. 
DrawinR' 
This co,·ers a period of ONE TERM in the Normal department and THREE TERl!S in 
the Academic. Its re-introduction into the course is a matter of much importance. 
Certainly no subject can be made more practical in any of the business and trade de­
partments of life, none more essential as a qualification of the primary teacher, and 
few, if any, so convenient as a means of "fixing" a thing capable of being drawn, 
in the mind of a child or adult. In the history class, in the L3tin or Greek or other 
I 
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language or literature classes, is almost e,·erything- rather might we say, in what sub­
ject taught or what business or trade or profession chosen is a knowledge of Drawing 
not a most valuable acquisition. The work has not been well organized but will he for 
the year 1900-01. 
Music 
VOCAL 
This subject is tRught throughout the Secoud year of the normal course, is free. 
and i5 open to all stu<lents. 
INSTRUMENT AL 
This department is prh·ate, the student and the instructor having the pri, ilege of 
arranging hours of practice and of instruction, just so these do not conflict with the 
regular school work of the student should he or she be carrying normal or academic 
studies. The pianos are set apart by the State, are placed in the school building, where 
the music rooms are found, and no ri!nl is charged the student for use of same; he has 
only the instructor's tuition fee lo pay, and his music to purchase, besides his Inciden­
Fee of $1.50 per term. Expenses for instrumental music may be summed up as 
follows: 
Instructor's Fee for term of 24 lessons... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ $r 5.00. 
School Incidental Fee .............. . ... ...... ......................... $1.50 
This last fee is charged all students, and is not charged a second time for instru­
mental music. All students pay the f,1. 50 Incidental Fee at the opening of each term, 
pay it but once per term, and pay no other fee e:scept the IXSTRtJCTOR's FEE in instru­
mental music, or special lessons in vocal musio, and elocution. 
ELOCUTION 
This subject, like instrumental music, is under the direction of a non-salaried in· 
structor elected by the state board of regents in the same way and at the same time 
other members of the faculty ere chosen. The teacher in this department as in that of 
instrumental music accepts her position for what she can make of it, rooms for recita­
tion, practice, etc., being furnished free, and the teacher, if she board in the hall, gets 
her room-rent free, also gas and heat. TWELVE not.LARS per term of 24 lessons bas 
been the rate students paid in this department heretofore, e:scept in cases where class 
work is done, when it is much cheaper. 
Few things have as little charm for the writer as "piano-bangen" and "mimic reci­
ten," and few are more ardent lovers of either art when the performer or actor is an 
artist. The former perfornnnces are to be discouraged because th'!y discount the value 
of music and of oratory, the latter are to be encouraged all possible because educator}', 
refining, elevating, bettering, truly valuable. 
We are especially anxious to see the work in these subjects put upon a basis from 
F. L SUA1J11ERS
(See page 03) 
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which they will not only serve as co-ordinates in everyway with all other subjects, hut 
from which their influence upon school life, elevating, inspiring, and ennobling as it 
essentially is, will be felt in every department of the institution and in all its interests. 
GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS 
JI, 
Sickniss 
Tl'DENTS are cautioned about worrying parents and friends with letters con­
taining exaggerated reports of "small'' aches and pains. This is \'ERV WRONG. 
Learn to nurse a few small ailments without whining and without worrying 
parents. If unwell and uneasy as to the nature of the ailment, let the principal know 
it AT o�cE; his judgmtut added to that of a regular physician whom he always consults 
at once if there seem any danger of seYere illness, is much more likely to be cool and 
unexaggerated than that of a scarerl child. Our own custom when at school was to 
order silence about sending news home when unwell, knowing it would merely worry 
an anxious mother; we went through 1111:asles, diphtheria, sore throat, colds of all 
grades, grip and similar ailments, our parents learning of it only after we were well and 
in school agi.in. Once with quinsy, when the physician advised a father's presence, we 
consented to have him summoned, but only once in seven years schooling away from 
home. A young man, or woman,-we'II withhold name in this case-who had some 
petty ache within the past year at this school, was out of class half a day as the result, 
wrote a most exaggerated statement of his, or her, condition to parents, got well by 
noon, was so able for meals, sport, mischief and study (?) by noon U1at he, or she, for­
got to write home again for a week and a very sharp telegram came to the principal 
for withholding information about the sickness of a child. Anxiety and anger on the 
part of parents, an expensh·e telegram, all over \'IRTUAU,Y NOTHI�G. No sick student 
should write home concerning his sickness except through a teacher. It is well to 
adopt this rule and adhere to it during all your school life away from home, young 
man, young woman; it is rash, childish. and worse to do othenvise. It is time to begin 
to show the self-reliance of a young geutlem an or young lady the day you go away 
from home; this is a very important part of your education. 
Parent, brother, sister, guardian, or friend, if you wish information about a sttulent 
i u our school, write direct to the principal. He has neither wish nor reason to keep 
anything hidden from you. He wants you to know, and know at once, all that you 
shonld know, but he does :,,QT want you worried without a cause-by the thoughless­
ness of a child. Nearly all parents who write ns see things in this light, in short are 
very nice and thoughtful about such things; let all be so, and we'll try to do OUR part. 
• 
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If you have spoiled children, do not send them to us lo "spoil" thew worse; we are not 
.a believer in "spoiling" children and cannot be relied upon to help out in any such 
foolery. We believe in a school and a teacher and parent who cultivate self-reliance, 
independence, courage, manhood and womanhood in young people, and if you wish 
the opposite, send your child somewhere else, please. There is 110 "petting," no 
favoritism, no honeying, and no other weakling, sentimental method of training young 
people here. We seek to develop mental and moral strength in the student, not to eu­
<:ourage weakness of mind. This is an EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION, not a play-house. 
Students in Ladies' Hall, l899-l900 
Not only were the faculty pleased to see the Hall filled with students the past year, 
but were especially gratified that the character and maturity of the young ladies were 
much superior to those of any previous year. The class of young ladies who boarded 
in the Hall was a credit to any institution however pretentious, and we sincerely appre­
ciate the improvement in this respect. Mason, Pleasants, Jackson, Cabell, Putnam, 
Greenbrier, Gilmer, Tucker, Mingo, \Vayne, Summers, Mercer, Monroe, Lincoln, 
Kanawha, Roane, and Nicholas counties of West Virginia, Lawrence county, Ohio, and 
Montgomery aud Augusta counties, Virginia, were represented in the Hall by students. 
Cabell led with 8, Greenbrier followed with 7, Mingo came in a close third with 6, and 
:SO on down the list. 
Our Student Body 
In all departments, normal, academic, and business, the improvement in the class 
-of students has been most pronounced as a whole, during the past year, much to the 
gratification of the faculty, and the character of the institution. 
THrRTV counties from West Virginia were reprl'hented, and the states of Virginia, 
Kentucky, Ohio, Iowa, New Hampshire, North Carolina, and Maryland in addition. The 
school's growth has been not only increased in numbers, but in character and in territory 
covered, the geographical limits having been extended about equally in all directions. 
We have now a very superior class of young men and young women, a class who are a 
-credit to any state and to any institution, with an average age of nearly even 20 years,
varying from 13 to 3r, with a few older.
The Parthenon 
The college paper, edited and managed by students, is called The "Parthenon," 
and is furnished students at soc for the IO numbers of the college year. 
An Important Ruling of the State Board 
At a meeting of the State Board of Regents held in the Marshall College buildings 
in January, 1900, the follow111g rule with reference to STUDIES was adopted: 
"No student in the State �lormal Schools of West Virginia will, after June, 1900, be 
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permitted to carry more than FIVE regular studies, unless he be a senior, and then 
never more than SIX nor longer than for ONE TERM of three months, and by the UNANI· 
MOUS consent of the faculty." We only regret that we cannot make it FOt:R instead of 
FlVI!:, a muw111m to which we hope soon to come. 
Meeting Students at Trains 
Students should ALWAYS notify us of their coming as long before hand as possible 
so we may have boarding arrangements already made on their arrival, and young 
ladies especially shonld let us know exactly on what train they will arrive that we may 
meet them; young men having any doubt as to the location of the college in the city 
should notify us also when they will arrive if lhey would have some one meet them. 
TO PARENTS 
EAD this catalogue carefully and critically, if you will, before deciding where to 
send your son or daughter. Marshall College has now grown to one of the 
largest institutions in the state and is prepared to do work she has never 
been able to do before, and offer comforts and conveniences never before offered here. 
Rates are exceedingly low. Protection assured your children is diligently exercised by 
a considerate and sympathetic faculty. If yon want your child to work, want him or 
her protected, assisted, cared for, comfortably housed and carefully educated, wish this 
done under the personal and immediate direction of kindly teachers who are friends 
as well as instructors, and wish it on an economic basis, yet in every way on the basis. 
of the Lest system of education, write us or some one whom you may regard more dis­
interested than us, for details in any line of inquiry. 
No man or woman in Huntington is expected to say anything for this institution 
except what he does of bis own accord, and in the interest of public education. The 
following, therefore, are not spokesmen for us, have not authorized us to use their names, 
nor ha,·e we asked them. We give them simply that any one sending a son or daughter 
here, and may wish information about the churches, the city, or the school, indepen­
dent of what the catalogue or the principal has already submitted, can have some one 
in some way related, to whom he may write for unbiased information: Ministers of the 
city: Baptist-Rev. Dr. W. P. Walker and Rev. Cocke; '.\Iethodist Episcopal-Rev. B. 
B. Evans and Rev. H. Scott; M. E. church South-Rev. Gosling and Rev. Gather;
Christian chnrch-Rev. E. A. Ziegler; Episcopal church-Rev. Joo. S. Gibson; Congre­
gational church-Rev. John J\IcCarthy; Presbyterian church-Rev. Newton•Oonaldsor;
U. B. church-Rev. A.H. Reece; Catholic church-Rev. Pather Altmeyer;Jewish church
-Samuel Gideon. 
THE STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
TO STUDENTS 
I F EVERYTHING we ha\'e written herein is not sufficiently explicit, we shall be .;I, pleased to correspond with you and make clear any point of interest to you. If you want the ";ews of some one not connected with the school, under the head 
of "To Parents" we have gi,·en the names of the ministers of the cjty. We add here 
some members of the �enior class of 1900 from different parts of the state, who, we are 
sure, will be pleased to answer any inquiry about the school: Anna Smith, St. Marys, 
W. Va., L. B. Hill, McKinn, W. Va., D. W. Taylor, Dodd, W. Va., L. S. Henley, Fay­
etteville, W. Va., Rebecca Cocke, Huntington, \V. Va., Hassie Strain, Greenville, \·a.,
Bessie Miller, Kenorn, \V. Va., and Delos Parsons, Huntington, W. Va. These young
people come from different sections and are able to answer all inquiries. When writ­
ing them or a minister, inclose a stamp; when writing the principal this is not neces• 
sary. 
ADVANTAGES 
NDER this head the reader will please lo consider the following wheu com par• 
ing with other schools 1. Location. 2. Opportunities for social and religion� 
culture outside of the school. 3. The moral lone, and the discipline. 4. Ladies 
Hall, one of the most convenient, and operated ou a plan making it most home-like, 
economic, comfortable, convenient, and socially, morally, religiously, and educationally 
healthful lo young ladies. 5. School building. 6. School grounds. 7. Study require· 
men ts. 8. Reading room, library, and literary opportunities. 9. Qualifications of the 
faculty. 10. Close relation, socially as well as educationally, between faculty and 
students. 11. The standing of the institution iu its relation to the university. 12. 
,General tone of the entire school in all its workings. 
CONCLUSION 
HIS is the FOURTH annual catalogue of Marshall College we ha,·e written. all([ · each has been almost an entirely new book, \.ERV few things ha,·111g been
copied from the catalogue of the previous year. During these four years 
of our principalship we have had the cordial support of the best people of Huntington; 
have been assisted by a competent, worthy, and self.sacrificing faculty; h ave had the 
pleasure of seeing the buildings enlarged, remodeled, and two entirely new sections 
built, almost FlFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS from various sources expended on the school, 
.besides salaries, the faculty increased in number, the grounds beginning to look like a 
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eollege campus, the reputation of the school gradually extending its influence ir1 all 
directions, and the enrollment raised from 222 to 452, the latter number not including 
either music or elocution pupils, and these students drawn in the four years from 38 
counties of this state and from 10 other states. 
l\fany persons and influences ha,·e united in bringing about these results; and with 
these influences continued and enlarged, and all good ones that can be summoned, 
added thereto, there is no reason, all things being favorahle, why the enrollment in 
1910 should not reach the o�E THOUSAND limit, aud the usefulness of the iustitution 
be correspondingly increased. Fully appreciating the support from whate,·er source 
it came up to this time, we earnestly solicit a liberal continuance of the same, and re-
main, Humbly but devotedly the servant of the people of West Virginia, 
L. J. CORBLY, PRINClPAT,.
NECROLOGY 
Whatever may be the meaning, or significance, or end of death, if eud there be, 
to us 
''It is most sad, 
This crumbling into chaos and decay." 
Others ha,·e their views of this, and it is well, for theirs are doubtless better than 
ours; but to us there is no belief, no creed, no worship, no religion, that relie,·es death 
of its awfulness, its bitterness, or the crushingly severe sorrow it brings to the lh-ing. 
Our belief in God and his ways of dealing with meu, howe,·er exalted and firm, by uo 
means atones for the loss to earth of one of the race, though he or she be in uo way, 
other than as human being, related to us. Our estimate of the worth of a human life 
that is not ALL bad, or if ALL bad, then our interest in its redemption here, is such 
that the common indifference shown by so many at the death of sorue,-most-people 
is to us most shocking and alarming. A strange barbaric philosophy it seems to ns is 
thal which countenances war as essential for ridding the race of a surplus of its mem­
bers, or as justifiable for patriotism's sake. Patriotism born only at the expense of 
human life! WHAT IS IT WORTH! 
It seems the plain duty of educators to impress upon youth the value of human 
life as au essential basis for emphasizing its cultivation, training, and de,·eloprnent in 
our schools. In no other way does degeneration of the race seem so evident or so 
hurtful as the tendency toward discounting the meaning and ,·alue of life when not 
bound up in ours by some tie. Our sincerest and deepest sympathies are herewith 
extended to those, the death of whose friends we record in this conuection. 
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Dr. A. L. Purinton. 
AARON LVON PURINTON, A. M., 1\1. D., Pb. D., was born at Smithfield, Penna., 
February II, 1854. When n very small boy, be entered George's Creek Academy in his 
native town, where he at once developed remarkable ability. Having moved. in 1 67, 
to Morgantown, West Virginia, upon the opening of the West Virb,inia University, he 
became a student in its Prep11ratory Department. When but sixteen years of age, he in­
terrupted bis college course to teach a school at Da\·istown, Penna. He subsequently 
taught in :\lonongalia Co., West Va., and was for a year prirnte secretary of the U. S. 
Indian Agent at )luscogee, lnd. Ter. He was graduated from West Virginia l"niversi­
ty in the class of 1875. lmmediately thereafter, he became instructor in West ::--'ot­
tingbam Academy, a Preparatory School of Princeton l"niversity, at Colora, :\Id. 
After holding this position for two years, be became a member of the Faculty of 
Marsbali College, and remained there for two years. He was then elected to the 
Superintendency of the Parkersburg Schools, holding this position for nine years. 
and then resigning it in order to accept the Professorship of Chemistry and Physics in 
Wake Forest CoJlege, N. C. From this position be went, in 189<>, to a similar chair in 
the University of Nashville, Tenn., and occupied this chair until the time of bis death. 
He took the degree of A. M from bis Alma :\tater, that of .\1. D. from University of 
Nashville and of Pb. D. from Washington & Jefferson CoJlege, Pa. 
Dr. Purinton was a ready, facile and forceful speaker, and an unusually effecti,e 
lecturer before Teachers' Institutes, Sunday School Conventions, and Temperance 
gatherings. He was an indefatigable worker, and devoted bis leisure hours largely to 
the study of literature and history, of which be was especially fond. Few private 
libraries anywhere were so rich in historical works as was bis. After a few months' 
illness, he died at the place of bis birth, Smithfield, Pa., August 5th, 1899, 
Miss Trice. 
Miss CORA LEE TRICE became a member of the Faculty of Marshall College "ith 
the opening of the session of 1896-71 having made a most creditable record as teacher in 
the city schools of Huntington for several years pre\·iously to her election at :\larshnll 
college. She proved herself a most earnest and faithful instructor in her new position 
and was re-elected each year including the election for the session 1899--1900. Durinl.{ 
her attendance on the summer session of the State Uni"ersity, 18981 she was not 
strong, but recuperated after her return home ;n August and resumed her position in 
September as instructor at this Normal in seemingly usual health, but evidently more
or less debilitated. On her way to school late in the fall she was thrown from tile
buggy in a runaway and her side se\'erly hurt. The nervous shock from this in­
jury seemed to aggrevate an unusually severe cold contracted in the early winter-the 
harbinger of the clreaded trouble that was Inter to baffle nlJ medical skill. 
On the opening day of tile spring term renewed cold compelled her withclra"at 
" 
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from school for a wh ile, and on resuming her duties later she fouud after a few days 
effort that she was unable to do her work. Hoped-for recuperation was rewarded by 
regular decline of health, and she never revisited her classes. In July a trip to Ash­
ville, N. C. was attended with no good results and she soon returned home where she 
gradually grew weaker. The board in the meantime had re-elected her to her position 
but school opening found her unable to meet her classes, and in lhe gray dawn of the 
FIRST DAY OF OCTOBER, 1899, her spirit, calm, resigned, but courageous to the last, 
quietly departed, aud her place at home, in school, and among her friends became 
suddenly and forever vaca11t in this world save in a kiud au,l affectionate remem­
brance, which was well assured. 
F. L. Summers
F'LoYD L. SUMMERS, of Looneyville, Roane Co., W. Va., entered school here iu 
March, 1899, but was compelled to go home shortly afterwards owing to ill health. 
He regained his health and on August 30th married Miss Flora Simmons from whom 
he was separated by death caused from blood poison on November 16th, 1899, after an 
illness of eleven rlays. :Mr. Summers was a young man of fine character, a consistent 
Christian, very wuch esteemed in his community, and a very devoted son. 
STUDENTS' NAMES 
.JI, 
GRADUATE 
Adkins, Asa (1800) G�ling, Lenore (IR!Xl) 
Archer. Mrs. R. L. (l!Wl) Gotshall, Alice (181'9) 
Norton, Mory \189!l) Potterson, Ear e (IS<JS) 
Potts, E1111na ( 1808) Aten, L. G. (ltf.17) Marrs, Leola (181l'J) 
Bossinger. E. L, 
Cocke, Rebekah 
Cocke, Innis 
Doolittle, Maud 
Green, Laila 
Barringer, Alvr� 
Baumgardner, Edua 
Bruffey, H. H. 
Davies, Althea 
Davies, Effie 
Doolittle1 Auna 
Hogan, Maud 
Heuley, L. S. 
Hill. L.B. 
Mcclintock, Mabel 
Miller, 8. B. 
Edens, Lillie 
Enslow, Frank 
Gibson, James 
Kautz, w. C. 
Kyger, William 
Lederer, Anoa 
Lowther, Louie 
SENIORS 
Osgood, Nellie 
Pabvdy, Earl 
Parsons. Delo� 
Patterson, Nelle 
Roe, lllauche 
JUNIORS 
��l:,S.,J���f.h w. 
McGinnis, Abby 
Miller, Mary 
Page, Nighbert 
Poner, Dorothy 
Richmond, Ernest 
Prose, Brook (1898) 
Skeer, Lulu (1899) 
'!'homburg, Prances (180!1)' 
Saunders. Edith 
Smith, Anna 
Strain, Hassii, 
Taylor, D. W. 
Warth, H.. C 
Seamon, llfary 
Shepherd. Vergie 
Simms, Harry 
Smith, Emmett 
i��r�tl'i>'.e
Wertz, Mayme 
SPECIAL-N•lth« Graduat<. nor Curying FuU Worlc 
Ahern, Lizzie 
Bogiz:es,. P. C. 
Clark, Mollie 
Davis, Rev. J. B. l\f!'ddy, Ni,llie Hall, Alvin Miller, Fred 
Howard, Belen Suell, Mabel 
Van Vleck, Birdie 
Washington, W. C. 
Wysor, J.M. 
• 
•' 
Ahern, �tary Alderson, Alice Alderson, Zela Anderson, E. J. Ashworth, Ethel Atkinson, 1'. P, Baker, John Baker. Daisy Baker, Nannie Bay. Ruth Bay, Willie Beagle. A Iden Berry, )1ary Bell. Nora Blanchard, )Jary Blair Edna Bonham, Laura Bonham, '\\'illie Booth, l•ertmde Bowman, Tacy Brackman, J. A. Bromley, J. :II. Bryant, Jennie Burk81 Helen llurks1 Rush Burns. Jnme-s Caldwell, G. J. Calfee, :llyrtle Campbe:11, Grace Chamb<,1s, Boyd Chamb<,rs, 0. C. Chase. Kohert Clark, :llaud Clav, Cleo Ckck, D. W. Cole, Herbert Cooper, Jessie Cooper, Su'-iC Cox, John A. Cox, Pearl "Cra,ivford, Alice D. Crawford, Lillian Crawford, :ltabel ,Crook. W. F .  Cullen, Henry Curry, Ada ,Curry, H. O. '"Davis, Comer Davis, Frances, Da�is, Henry "Denny, Ernest. Derbvshire, )hun1e Dia1:w.E. Dickerson, Inez Doolittle, Chloe Doolittle, Edn114Dougher, L. E. Doyle, J.E. Doyle, Mary Dunbar, Henry L, Dunbar, Abbella Dwyer, Malley Eagan, Grace R. 
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PREPARATORY, FIRST, AND SE.COND YE.AR 
Eqton, J. R. :i,;ggleston, Forrest Emmoni,.1 Be�ie Evan,;, Her�n Evans, Charles Evans, Laura Feelev, )linnie Ferreil, Phoebe Fisher. G. P. Fitch, �abel Fitzgerald. sallie Foley. Bessie Fontaine, Imogeue Freeman, Blanch Fuller. J. �I Garland. Josephine Garrison, J. D. Gibson, Fr..tnce"' B. Gillett, Homer w. Goff, T. N. Gosling, Grnce Gosling, Rulh Graves. Cardinal Griffith, Al\18 Gu11Lher1 F..,arl Gwinn. P. T. HRgan. Kendall R. 
�:f:.ri�;r�· Hamilton. 0. L. Hannan, Li11ian Harper, Schuyler Hartzell, 0. S .  Harpold, Ella Harris, Thomas Hawkins, Nannie Hill, Nellie M. Hile, Dollie Hinerman, \Valker Hogsette, Myrtle Holderby, Sadie Holland, Rosella Howell, )lay Hughes, Ernestine Hughes, Nancy Ingram, Dora Jackson, Janet Jenkins, Carrie Johnston, Fred w. Johnston1 Miuuie C.Jones, Kyle Jones. Pearle Jordan, A. M .. kee11an1 I.outs Keesee, J. R. Keister. Hattie Kincaid, Frank Kise, Chas. W. Knapp, Ada C. Koontz, carlton Koontz, :II. D. I,ning. William Leet, Grnce 
Leggett. Lorn Sayre, 0. 0. J,owry, Bessie Scarff. Dora LoYe, �lory Scarff, Clavton J,unsford, Fred Scott, Howard Megee, F. E. Scott. Gertrude :\larcum, P. H. Sehon, Douglass Marcum, Bessie Senseney, Nellie :llaupin, C. H .  Shelton, Har'"•Y :llaupin, Pearl Shingleton, L. C. :i\Iayes, Qua Sidebottom, :\laud )1cCal1i4Ster. Anna R. Sikes, Ht:r�rl :\1cCallister, Anna V. Simmons, Shilkv McClung, �ewmau Simms, :\tary -llcClure, U. G, Smith, Florence :llcClure. Fred Smith, Leo G. :llcCullough, E. !II. Smith, Louise :\IcKeudree, George Auna Smith. \V. \Y. Mc\Vi1liams, Chester Somerville. C. N. )Jc\Vil1iam�. Dei Gratia Somen;lle. J. H. lleade, Alice Stalnaker, F. Jl. :\Ieadows, Eslellc Stalnaker, :\lrs, lska:\likle, \"h�iau Staunton, Julia :lliles, :llav Steed, K. D Miller, Eadith Steinbach, Bertha Miller, Blanch Swope, 0. W. Mitchell. Mayme Tabor, E. B. Moore, Theo. D. Taylor, C. L. :\lorford. Ruby Thornburg, Lenore Morris, F. E. Thornburg, Florence :llurphy, E G. Thompson. )!argnerite �lurphy. Patrick Trent, .E,·n A. �eal, Ola ·rrent, \\'. ,v_ Newman, S. C. Trimmer, StelJa Norton, Annetta ·rully. L. s. Osborne. Romeo Turner, Alma l\1. Osborne. \V, M. Turner, )fa.son Overstreet, Maggie Vickers, R. E. jnn. Page, Nighbert Vrnson, Alice Parsons, Edua Wall. Inez Parsons, Lucile \Valkinshaw. Eva Parsons, Carroll Walkup, l\lebel A.Parsons. :\1ary \Varnock. Haidec raul. Ernest Warth, A. L-Peterson, )Jary Washington, Ardlla Pettry, H. L. Waugh, Esker Phelps, Victor Waugh, Stella Plybon. Edward Wells, L W. Plybon. Walter Wentz, Edith E. Poage, Blanche Wheat, lllary Point. Ethel Wiley, Floyd Porter, J. B. \\1iley, Inez Rece, Virginia Wilham,. Cecil Reece, Lena \Villiamsou, .F. M. 
Reese, Rilla Wilson, o. Reitz, Charles \\'ilson, r·red Reiuwald, �tinnie \Vingetl, l,, . E. Richardson, George Wood, Rebie Riley, Georgie Wright. Anna l\l. Riley, R. H. Wright. :llrs. Fannie B. Rob1uson1 Bertha Wriston. E. N. Rownn, Bessie Wyatt, \Vortham Rousey, Flossie York, A. B. Ruff, Mary York, W. R. Sarver, Pearl 
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Total number Students Enrolled in all Departments 
Number counted twice 
Net Enrollment 
ALUMNI 
('LASS OF I ,0-FOUR 
Cather. Ella E .. llfra. fletrher. St. Paul. Neb., taught.two years In \\'est Vlrglula. Orooks. E. II' .. Belleville. W. \'a. 
452 
Marshall. T. )Jt\l'cellus. )llnlster of the (lMpel. GlenYllle. II'. \'a .. tRUl(ht �e\"eral years. 
Wilson, w. E., Principal State :Sormal chol, Providence. R. J., in sclwol work since grnduatlon. 
CLA �s OF 18il-:SI::rn. 
A tkinsnn. Elli a R .• �rs. M !ck, Charleston, W. \'a., taught several year,;. 
•Beane, W. Belle. Sistersville.\\. \'a. 
Ulnkle. J R • Mt. Freedom. W. \'a. 
Leary • .  B .. P"rkersbur!(, \I'. Vn. 
)Ia,on. Nannie J .. )l1·s. Bolland. Vllfton, \\". \'a .. taught ten years. 
PlerpCllnt. Julia. Mrs Crooks. 
Ricketts. E. S . phy,Jcian. Cincinnati. Ohio. 
T•ylor. Kate 11:., )lrs Rini(, Ashland. Ky .. taught four .rears In \Yest \'lrglnla. 
Triplett, Sarah S., )Jrs. Bagley,A•hland, Ky , taughtsixt> mvnths In \\�st \'Jrglnin. 
CLASS OF J ;2-ELE\'EN. 
Ayer� Buenos, lawyer. Broken Row. Xeb . tnu11ht ,;e,•en years In 11·est \'lrglnia. 
Duling Willie A., )!rs Canterberry, llalden, \I \'a., taught ten yea,s. 
Eib. Hrs. Lu�y. 
*Fisher, William. Gallipols. 0. 
Holt, Lona. t�acher. Ceredo. W. \'a .. has tau�ht since I( ·nclunting. Hux1>1un. Lizzie, �!rs Dixon, Central City.\\ \'n., •nui;ht thht<en rearF. 
Neff. Ella �; .. �rs. lllt�chell. CH Id well Jdaho, taught two )�Areln \\"eSL \"lr11inln. 
Par,ono, All.ri>rt S .. Clerj!'.yman. Uriville, Clillft>rnla, taught oe\'ernl years In Not th Dakota. 
Philip,. Ro,,ert T .. Lyuchburg, \'a. 
Prichard. Jhmes M. 
Reynotds, Chi.rles J , merchant, Proctorsville, O. 
(;LA" OF lbiC-:rnx:&. 
CLAS:S OF li>i-1-:0HXE. 
Blalr,8. C .. has lftUl(Jtslnce graduation. 
l!ryan. Thomas J .. 1!,wer. Huntlnl(ton. II'. \'a .. taught several years 
Doollule. Edward · .. Judge of ()ll'cuit Court. Huntington, \V. \'a., taught slx years. 
ti ill, t,eo. \\' , farmer. tevens, \V. Va., taught two ye1tr�. 
Oake•, Adella. )Jrs. \\'a11;ner. Ironton. Ohio. taught two year• In \\'est \'lrginln. 
Oaked. Geo. \I' .. clerk. Huntington. W. \'a .. taught four years. 
•Peck c )I White's )I Ills. w. Va , taught lour years. 
•Poar. :&Ila� K., )lud Rldg•, \\' \'a 
Reip, ))avid I\'., Merchant, Welch Glade,\\'. \'a , taught eight years. 
CL.tSSOF Jb,5-FOURTEEN. 
Abbott, Bn.ttle. Mr•. Forslnger, Chicago. Jll. 111ught FIX years. 
Cheeseman. Lewis, Chemist, Pa. R.R., Altoona, Pa .. taught three year� In \\'est \'lrglnltL. 
Gallaher. Ella )I .. Mrs. llolswade. Huntington. W. Va. 
John-on, 1-;mma. Mrs. Wood. Central Cltr, W. \'a . 
. Johnson. �lnry. )lrs. D:ty. Huntington. II'. \'a . taught seven yeara 
Knapp. Georgo ,v, l)en�ton att.orney. Lt::on, �fa�on <.;ounty, \V. Yu.. 
-
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Lnldly Mary.)l•s Chewning. El Cha<'n. Callforntn, tnughtsix years. three In West Virginia. 
)fo.llory. \•tctorln., i\tr:,. L_\•on.:,. Huoting1on. W Va 
11cGulrn Lewis A .. Jackson Courty, W ,.,. 
Mttt•hell Faun IP, )fr". PennrpackPr. Hurlll•rgton. W. Va 
Poage, Anna, Mr•. Shelton, Huntington,\\', Vn., taught one ye&r. 
Pong�, 1311,yless. llnntlngton. W. '°"·
Richie. M .. ry J • Ht\llging Rock. o. 
w1t1.er. Rufus. lawyer, ex-State ::lenator, Huntington. w Ya. 
CLASS OF Jb;O-FIFTEE!\. 
AgPP .lo,eph n .. )llnneapolls. )llnn. 
Adkin�. Berthold. na,rcha.11 '. Hu11tingL011, \V. Yn. 
Curr, :-Jury, �!rs. Fitzhugh. Ra, City, Mkhlgnn. taught one year In We•t Virginia. 
Chee<t'man. !\ltrlam Go,•ington Ky , tau1eht several years in West Virginia. 
t;wlun. Oothsne!I E . merchant miller. lluntln�ton, W Va .. taught tw,1 years. 
l-1111. Che.rres. mil road stat1011 a�ent. Sewell. I\. Yu., taught srv•n years. 
JJuxhe.rn, Lottie. llrs. Untten. Kenova, W. Ve. , taught tour years. 
Ingham. M11111;le. )Jr,;. Titu,. liuntingto11. W. \'rt. 
Lync-11. J,;aa •fl., lawyer, SpPncer. II" Va . taught ten ye•rs. 
Pt•yton. Sallie. Principal Buflln.11ton School, Hunt•ngton. \\' \'a , hus taught since gradutLtlon. 
Peyton. Virginia. Mrs Rlckt-ll�. Huntington. W. \"a. , taught three years 
PoagP, JherttL. Huntlnirt••n. W. Ya. 
, helton. Josr11h R ,  Hu11tington. \'tL 
'l'ilornburg, ChttrlPs L .. Prof. Glvll Engineering. Lehigh UnlvPrslty, Penn , tl\Ught two year, in 
\\'p,t \'lr11lnla 
\\"yMl, S l'richrtrd, teacher, )lossy. Fayette County,\\'. VI\. 
OLA OF 1,;1-FOURTEEN. 
Adt\ms. K!t.l�. )lrs. Cbase, Alston, Mass .. taught three years In West \'lrglnla. 
•.\ult�. ulomon. E 
•sruadhur,t, Alllce M. 
Gunuini,ham. Fmnk, conducwr C. & 0 R·y, Huntington, W. Va., taught O years. 
•c&rnpbell. llelPn )I. 
Harrow, \'lrglnia F .. Mra Downey, .\n tead, W. Va., taught sever,,! years. 
Hudkins. William E-
M,.,stllott, l'lortt �I. 
Peyton. 'f. West. lawyH, IJuutlngton, W \'a., taught three years. 
Qttlck. John K 
k1.osson. l\eflle. )!rs. hott, Phoenix. Arlzon&. 
hnre. Ella �I.. Mn,. Cunninglam. Huntington, W. \"a. 
brnlth. Angle. )(rs. Mahone. CharlPstOII, w. \'a. 
SLewart, Viola, te<\cher, Uuyt\lldotte, W. Va., has taught since graduKtlon. 
CLASS OF 18i8-E!GH'l'. 
Calvin. Llz,le B, Ceredo. W. Va. 
},;nslow, Linn B., Clerk, -Richmond. V&. 
Jeter, Willie R., ;\Ir;. Bow·llngCovlngton. Ky. 
Johnson. Charles F .. upt. bchools, Sherman county. XebrllSka, lu school work since graduallon. 
Mairs, AdtLrn T .. Physlcie.n, Sistersville. w. V&., tllught one yetLr. 
;\lcCutcheon, Walter S .. teacher, Clifty. W. Va., h1<S t1<ught sluce graduMion. 
81mms. Corri A .. \lrs. K•rtley. Scary, \I'. Va. 
\\"<\rth. Lou )I.. Mrs. Douglas. Willow Gro,-e, \\'. \'a,, taugln ffleen yellrs. 
CLASS OF !<711-TEN. 
Abb•'tt. )lny I,, Mrs. Ensign, Huntington. W. \'a., taught sl,c years. 
Allen. Thnmns M . Druggl,t. Portland-. Oregon, Luught thrPe years In '.VPst Vir.,lnia. 
Donella, Emma D., nur.-�. New York Oity. taught several vears l11 WesL Virginia. 
Uallaher, \l'lllle R. �I rs Oney. taught �Ix reari. 
1;11I1sple. Ueorge L ,  Edftor,Handrey, \\' . \ ... ,taugbtse,·eral years. 
Haq,er, Thoma, . 
Harrold. Charles B. general Insurance agent. TTunllngton, \\' \'a .. taught several years. 
Keever, L F'ru.ncis, Bcll\'llle, \V \·a. .. tauv.ht twoyea,rs 
�tc•Culloul(h, Georgie L, \lrs Harrold, 1-funtingtun. W Va . 
.'lcliinnls, Jennie, �[r:,, tewttrt, liuyandotte, ,r Va, taught several ;ea.rs . 
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CLASS OF I 80-FIFTEE:O. 
*Aultz, Adnm E 
•Beuhrlng. Henry II 
Beuhring, �lnry, )Jrs Dn,·Js. IJunttni:ton. II' Va. taui;ht three years 
lleubriug, \'lrglnia E. )Jrs Hawkins. lluntin1,non. \\ \'a, taught four ye ars 
Bond, FrleJHl. Clerk, Topeka and Santa Fe RR, Topeka, Kansas 
Cunningham, Geo F, lawyer. Spencer. II' \'a 
ll:nslow, A Blanche, teacher city schools, Huntington, W Vn, bas taught si11ce.gradu11tlon 
;�:.i���J: }��sLH B 
McGinnis. :llaggle F,. :Mrs Beale. Gm·andotte. \V \'a, taught several years 
Peyton. F Ora, )lrs Beuhrlng. Hunitngton, W \'a 
Ramsey, Wlll!am B. aic�nt C & 0 Ry. H,.ndley II' V,i, taught one year In )11�;:ourl 
1'hornburg .• .\ddie M, Huntington. I\' Va. 
Trica, Jennie )I, �!rs Rolle. Huntington,\\' \'n. tought two years 
\\'lkoxen, Jul!a F. teacher city schonls, Huntington, W Va 
CLAS OF l�•J-NONE 
CLAS OF IN>�-FOrR 
Adkins, Anno C. Mrs Johnson. ll1111tlnittoP. W \'n 
MeCotHmfli:-1. Georf(e .J, lawyer. Huntington,\\'. \'a. 
Heece. \\' 1 lltam h. \'hy-..tclan. Pu·nnm County, \V Ya. i,lkes, Ida M. :llrs. ohusvn, Huntington, \I' \'a, taught snernl years 
CLAS OF 1S83-F0l:R 
•Buehring Freel A 
l,teele, Lillian L. Mr� �·rank Troller. Buckhannon, W VIL 
Thornbur!?, \'ic1orla. :\!rs Dr Vickers. l:luntlnl(ton, 11· \'!\ 
Uu�eld, Cora E, ilrs Johnson, Delrott, 1ltcht,.;an. 
CLA OF 18 4-EtGHT 
Beckley, John U. teacher. Dickson. Wayne County, W Vn. lrns taughtslnce grnduatlon 
lleuhrlng. Lee D, INter carrier. Jluntlni:ton. W \'n. urni;ht one term 
.Beuhrln!' Sorn I!. )l r➔ Hawkins. Lancaster. :S, Y, taughL nine year� In \\'est \'irglnia 
Uaysllp. Ruby K, l�uyan ..  oue. \\'est Virgin!& 
Lesage. lsnne R. Physician. lluntlngton. II' Va 
Looney . .J.Jhn W. merchant &nd rarmer. 1,,,on�yville. West Ya. taught se,•en ye&r:,i 
llba1111on. )!rs )IL. teacher. White• Creek, \I' \'n. hns taught alncP graduation 
Ste(lhen,1on,Ella,.llrs Johnson, Detroit, )Jlchlg,.n, taught eight yearo in \Vest Virginia 
CLASS OF lb•S-EWRT 
Barse, )lattle. )!rs WIiiiamson. Charleston. \\' Va. tauirht one year 
cam111nck. L II. with AbbOtt Frame ancl Portrait Bouse, Huntington, \\' \'a 
J)u!Ty, Anna. Mrs Peoples. l\lemphls, Tenn 
Gallaher, Sa lite, teacher city schoo]s. Huntington, W Vn., has taught nince graduation 
llnyallp,Okey K, bank clerk, l:Juntlngton. W \'a 
Lalclley. Theodore. rnnchm11n. Orange. Cllllfornla 
McLauhglln. Mn1,:1,:le. )Ira" oodworth, lluntlngton, \I' \'a, taught seven yen rs 
Prickett, C :11. druggist, New York 
CLAS OF JSSu-FtFTEEN 
Peck•tl. 0 F L. lumber denier. lilt Sa,·ai:e. Ky 
Burdette, F L, prlnel[)lll publl•' schools. Clarksbsrg, W \'a, graduate P�ahocly Normal College. In 
school work since graduation. 
Carrol 1. Mamie, t�ncher, Guyandotte, \\'. \'a., has taught nine years 
Davis. Anna, Uuntiugton1 W. Va 
•F:g,zers, John 
Flowers. Edgar. flrem:.n C. & 0 rnllwey, Gurnndotte. W Va. 
Lallance; Anna, )Jr, Cuppeu. lqulque. Chill taught six years In West Virginia. 
•Love Anna. )lri. Love �Ill ton, Cat,ell county. 11· Va 
Lov�, Charley tr.1,vellng salesman Huntington \I'. \'a 
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McLitughlln ll&ltle. Mro. N<'wman Hunttngtnn II' Vo, to11ght two years. 
Morris �"'red ltt.WYPr Jln.ml\11 \V \�a taught two yeur.3. 
Rem melt.• Lulu. �I rs llnlT lfuntin�to11 ' Va 
:,edPnl(er HtLrry mn.clunl3t t;uyanC-otte \V Vn 
\\'HllllcP Vll11 tPaclwr \\'llllam,villP. v .. hos 1anl(ht sluce graduation 
\\'dl111:tn l,ulu Mrs )lossman Hum,niiLon W Vu 
CL.\S OF 1,0;-, IX 
Miller l,•ona tPncher c!ly S<>h•,oh Huntington We,t Yiqdnlo. taught nine years 
Reece 1''ra11k S N�w York City 
:,mlth Linnie Mr< ll'li-:111 Huntlngtoa II" \'a taught seveml years 
•T)ll)rlt ton A my Mrs II arris 
1 horuhuri-: J llttn·ev clv1I Pnglneer lluntlngton W Va 
\l'rlgln AUil )I1s l'ua·ge Huntington \\' V!l 
CLASS OF l"bl-Tll'EfXE 
Bt•u rdsley L�ln :llr3 Northcott Huntington \I' \'a taught tbrPA year< 
Boyer .\llnnle I) Mrs lluLchlnson lluntlllf!tOn II' Va taught Jive )eaos 
Burks ld!l L )Ir� Wilson Huntington W \:a 
Goll J L .I 111ercho.nt ulen Elk II' Va taught six years 
G roga.1, �:ug..-nt.� 
liar Addlt• tNtchcr city schools Huntlnl(ton II' Va taught nine years 
H�n IJtc•u samuPI mechn.uic (Juya11rlnLte \\' \"u. 
llun,aker Olive )I steno rnpher }!neon va 
Mcll&<IE>. t:eor11l1ts1e11ol(r1tph�r and IYJl{'•wrltPr Baltimore \Id 
Mltclwll IJemma )Ir,, :S-1chols Huntlngtou \I' \'a tllught several years 
Vaughn Kute "'rS Harrii;Selma.Ala a.ma. 
Wllc.,x•II Uattle stenographer Huntington \I' \'a 
OLIS 01' l"0-1'1:SE 
Adkin�. Nancy, tnnchn. city •chools. Huntington, W \·a,, bas tnught.<lncP graduat1011 
nurge,s. �'1rn11le C. l'ri11Cl1>3I Holderby ;,�IIOUI. Huntington, W 1· ... ho., L ugh! i,lnc<> gmduntlon 
CyruR, w K, bookkeeper, Centr•I City, W \'n 
RulghL. lrmn, Mrs .R [, Archt>r, lluntlngLon. \V vn 
Mortin, Pe,irl. Clrnree.,ton, W Vot. taugt1L two yerr� 
)lycrs. Mary J., teacher. city �chools. lluntl11gton. w Va, taught six year� 
Ritz. UMold A Jo wy-r. Bluef\eld. W Va, taught one yenr 
Slwlton. stelln 111. Mrs dou1 hwo, th. Huntington, II'. v,., raught two yea.rs 
Shirkey. Leslte, teauber Sisson vi lie W Va. hus toughtsinco graduatlo11 
CLA OF l 00-SIX 
Burks Ma.ry C teocher Academy of )lu�lc taught one year in M•r,hull College 
1- rt>Puu1u Allee leach er clly :,cbools Hnntln'{lon \\" ,·a hos t .. ughl sine·� grutlUotlon 
T,llley tJorli 11 teacher city school, lluntlngton W 1·0. has Laugbt slnc·e grndu1ttlo11 
WIison WIil ls L countv sun·�yor Cert'dO 11' \'alms rnught since grnduatluu 
ll'yatt H�llle J �Jr;; W,u;hlngt•lll Huntington W \'a taught one year 
11 yn,t )laLtle B �I rs ll'lllll\111i Beo\\ lck i•n taught three yeors 
CLAS.' OF !891- E\'EN 
F.n•low .I )I farmn Huntington II' vn 
Knight l{uhy R gradue\te L'n1ver,lty of Ohio West ColumlJla W \'a a,,htanL teacher iu )lontg,>m· 
ery Preparat<,ry l--(.'hool 
Rym,•r A L editor and tenc•1er llufTalo W \·a h�s taught •Ince griuluntlon 
'taley Sybil teach co· city sc•hl)ols II untlngton II',.,. bus rnught since grnduatlon 
'I au brr Anna Gt yu.ndotte \\' \'fl 
\\'are :Sellle Mrs Murrill Huntington 11· v,1 
Ware Sui; tcacller city ,;chool,; Huntington W vn has tnught slnc� grndtmtlon 
CI:,ASS OF 1892-EIGHT 
Ellis Lottie :\1rs \Valli" Ben Lomond, \Ve�t Virginie 
Hhcll Lillian C teacher city .schools Hu11li11gton \V Va has taught s_ince graduation :\lcKendrce Mary assistnut teach!r :\lnrshafl College Huntiugton W Va 
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Mccurdy Azel assistant to County Clerk Huntington W Va 
Middleton J E salesman Arnold Abney & Co Charleston W Va 
Peters Frank )I Iac8"er McDowell county \Vest Virginia taught one year student We st Virginia Uni\·ersity 
\'lnson Maud Huuttugtou West Va has taught i:-ince graduation in city schools 
\Vare Kate B Huntington \V Va tnughl two years 
CLASS OF 1800-TE:-l 
Adkins Vadah teacher Hunt'ngton \\' Va tauhgt four years 
Booten William T' WJ.yne \Vest Va h,� taught since graduation 
Davis Leon ){ clerk Wayne West Va 
Delabar Carrie l\f Huntington \Vest Vo has taught since graduation in city schools 
Mitchell )laud S �!rs. Dudley Huntington West Va 
?tlorris Gertrude teacher at !\filtou \Vc:�t \'a taught three years 
Schmauch Auna � Huntington \V Va 
Smith Eddie B steamboat engineer Proctorville Ohio 
�ummers '\Ve!:>ster N t�acher Mason county \Vest Va 
\Vyatt ::\lariou teacher city schools Huntit!gtou \Vest Va 
CLASS OF 189-1-FfYE 
Baker Anna teacher Guyandotte West Va 
Graham Laura teacher l,,,;entral Cily \Ve!-tt Va. 
Northup )Jamie Charleston \Vest Va 
Robertson Lillian tea\,.her t,ogau \Vest Va 
Southworth Nettie l\'lrs. Poin !',, Hmuiuglon West Va 
CI.ASS OP 189&-SEVEN 
Adkins Ceres Huntington \Vest Va taught three years 
Baker Mamie :\lrs Adams Central Cily ,vest ,·a taught two )'Cars 
Childress Emma Huutiugtou \Vest Va taught two years 
Da,·ies Stella teacher city schools Huntingtou West Va 
Eiseuu1au11 Clara teacher city schools Huulingtou West \ta 
Peterson Florence )1rs fl rooks B1ookly11 N Y 
Wallace Daisy Speucer West Va 
CLA�S OF 1896-SEVENTEEN 
Agnew Martha Mrs Eakin Huntiugtou \V Va 
Dix.on J C teacher \Vayue Co \Ve�t Va 
Dixon M E teacher Wayne Co Wc.i Va 
Hagan Dora teacher city school-; Huntington \Vest Va 
Hinkle P A  teacher 
McDowe:11 Rosa in the postoffice Huntington \V Va 
1'1oore Elizabeth teacher city s;choots Huntington \Vest Va 
Norton Eugenia teacher city schools 
Peterson Grace Huntington \Vest Va 
Pollock Margaret clerk Huntington West Va 
Ramsey Lelia teacher city schools Huutiugtou West Va. 
Rousey Lulu teacher Huntington \V \"a 
Smith C H with Emmons & Ha,vkins Huntington \Vest Vn 
Smith \V \V Student \Vest \'irfinia University 
Stout Pcrnie teacher Ripley \\ est Va 
\Vertz Edna teacher city school� Huutington \Vest Va 
\\'ilson Grace teacher Ct:utral City \Vest Virgiuia 
CLA S OF I '97-NLXETEE� 
Aten LG teacher L•tart West .,.trgtula graduate student 
l::Journ� Juliu.u la\\ sLudent-Ya.le 
Ca,,or L,urn Huntington W Va taught four years te&cher city schools Huuliogton w Va 
Cha/>1u1n Launa teacher Hurricane \\'est va. Chr �;tian Lulu at home Hunt ngton "' , a 
Coopn I' W prlncl11al Central City school, Inter stndPnL at the l,oiverslty 
De,ttz Henry Pn.Je:,llne Tex&:; 
Fitzgernld J A •tuden t \.leorgetown Ky 
Fleshman II F :;upt city schools Lewis!Jurg W Va 
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Johnston :\laud teacbnHunllninon ,v V1\ 
JA>wls MC teacher Be,•ch Hill w V& 
LIiiy Mary UuntingLOll w Vil 
Lindsay :-ellle teacher Guy&ndolte W V& 
Loving Beulah Mrs Hank S Hinton this state 
McC.:lung CV teacher Hurricane this state 
MCCiung Cary teaccher RuJ><•rt 
aunders Lucy govt.'rncss nenr Lynchburg Va 
Sbepberd Cora teacher city -clltlol,; Huntington this state 
Stitzer Viola Cl&rksburg this state 
CL.\ S OF !&OS-TWELVE 
Carpentl'r !\tarlha :\fr, !\liller Huntington lhls stnte 
J)er�yshlre Charlee Huntington thlo i.tate student at the l.'nh·er•lly 
Ea-ley Frnncl'S student l11b1ol Tenn 
t,tbbs llertha 1eucher Pt fleu.�ant this stMe 
llin Ottle teacher Ohio Vali<.'y College Ravenswood this state 
!\la rrs Leola 1e•cher city schools Hun tlngton this state 
Miller Coeltna Barbour,vtlle this state 
J•11u.erson Earle Ashland Ky graduate student at !\larshall CollegP 
Potts Emma. lluntlngton this -tate graduate student Marshall College 
l'rose ttrook Huollngto11 this state grnduate student l\larsha.11 College 
Simms H !\I l harlestun this stale leacher ltarshall College 
!-.tracbau Annu lluntington this Sl><te graduate student at 11arshall Business College 
CLAS OF 1600-ELEVEN 
Adklos A•fl teacher Huut!ngton this state 
l3.ker Je11,.tt• teacher Central l ity 
Go�llog Lenore graduate student nt !\farsball College 
Uot,hnll Allee graduate studeot ot !\larshall College 
lllcCltntock Emm1t teueher city schools 
Jsorton Mary teacher city schools Huntington this stRte 
J'eters Viola asSl8t•nt le><cher llarehuh t;ollege lluntlogton this stale 
&ayre )IL Eviins teacher this st•te 
�ayre T J teacher Aogerona this state 
Skeer 1,ulu graduate studeut llar.h•ll college Uunt!ngtou this Hate 
'lbornburg �·ranees teacher lluntlogton thlo state 
CL.I S OF 1000-TWE�TY 
Bossinirer EL Huntington this state 
l <><,ke R<·llekah 1J unllugtou this Hate 
C<><,ke !unls lluntington this st1<lc 
Dooltule )laud lluntlngton this stale 
Gr�en La.Ila HunLlngton tblo state 
IJ&gan )laud Wilson :-; C 
Denley L Fayetwllle this slate 
HIii LB !\lcKiru lhls state 
Mc(.;llntock lllabel llunt!nglo1J this state 
Miller B B·Blacksourg Ve. 
Osgood :-ellle Huntlngtun this state 
P1<body Earl lluntlngto� this state 
P11rsoos Delos Huntington this olate 
Patter�on N<.'llle Asbl&nd Ky 
Roe Blanche lluntingtc,n this state 
S,iundero Edith Huotlngtou this state 
mlth Anna t llarys this state 
Strain Hassle Grel'nvllle Augusta Co V& 
Taylor D W Dodd Roa.ne C.:o Lhls state 
Warth H C Wlllow (;.rove Jackson Co this state 
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A fine of 2 cents per day will be charged 
for every day a book is out over two weeks. 

